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NOTATION GLOSSARY 
Xij the jth observation of the ith class, 
i = 1,2, ,g and j = 1,2, ,m 
B the between group sums of squares 
W the within group sums of squares 
$ the corrected total sums of cross product 
Br the between group difference measured by L R  norm 
Wr the within group difference measured by L R  norm 
A the p x k projection matrix 
ILDA{A)  LDA projection pursuit index 
IL„{A)  L R  projection pursuit index 
IPDA(A)  PDA projection pursuit index 
BW the ratio of between-group to within-group sums of squares 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Scope of thesis 
Projection pursuit is an exploratory statistical technique for finding projections of multivariate data 
that reveal interesting structure. Very few projection pursuit methods incorporate class information 
in the calculation. Therefore they cannot be adequately applied to supervised classification problems. 
This thesis involves research into projection pursuit methods for exploratory supervised classification 
problems. 
This thesis is a collection of two papers and one software : "Projection pursuit for exploratory 
supervised classification", "Projection pursuit for small sample size with a large number of variables", 
and "ClassPP R library". 
1. Projection pursuit for exploratory supervised classification 
We propose two new projection pursuit indices that incorporate class information and use simulated 
annealing optimization to find maxima. 
• LDA index : the extension of Fisher's linear discriminant analysis 
where Xy is the ^-dimensional jth observation of the ith class, i  —  1,. . .  , g  (number of classes) 
and j = 1,rii, and A is a p x k projection matrix, and 
B = -X.y 
1 = 1  
w = ^Y)Xij-Xj(Xj,-Xjr 
1=1 j-1 
Lr index : use Lr-norm 
where A T X I J  =  [t/yi,yij2, • • • , Y A K ] T  and 
k g 
Br = Iyu - y..i\r 
l — 1  i = 1  
w  r  =  X X X  \ y i j i  -  V i . i \ r  •  
l—l t=l j=l 
• Simulated Annealing Optimization 
The purpose of projection pursuit optimization is to find all interesting projections, not only to 
find one global maximum. Therefore it needs to be flexible to find global and local maxima. We 
use a modified simulated annealing algorithm. 
2. Projection pursuit for small sample size with a large number of variables : application 
to gene expression data 
We discuss how the sample size and the dimensionality are related and how they affect multivariate 
data analysis from an EDA point of view. Then, we propose a PDA projection pursuit index. 
• PDA index : the extension of penalized discriminant analysis 
T ,A  n _ i _ [AT((1 — A)W + A • n • I)A| 
P 
' |Ar((l — A)(W + B) + A • n • I)A| 
where A is a predetermined parameter and n = Y^i=i n«-
To explore the small sample with a large numnber of variables, LDA and PDA indices are are applied 
to gene expression data where the sample size is 72 and the number of variables is 3571. A guideline to 
select genes is provided. 
3. Software : ClassPP R package, GGobi implementation 
We created the ClassPP library, using the R language, to evaluate and optimize the projection pursuit 
index functions. This library is available at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~kyung/ClassPP.home.html 
and will be submitted to the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN). These indices will be im­
plemented into GGobi, providing a tool for exploratory data analysis and data mining (available at 
http://www.ggobi.org). 
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1.2 Exploratory methods - Data mining 
The initial stage of data analysis is often exploratory. Exploratory data analysis (EDA) provides the 
first contact with data and it also serves to reveal unexpected departures from familiar models. EDA is 
for clarifying the structure of the data and getting ideas for a more sophisticated analysis of a scientific 
problem. The techniques of exploratory data analysis consist of a number of informal steps including 
checking the quality of the data, calculating simple summary statistics and constructing appropriate 
graphs. Also emphasis is on visual displays that have been a major contribution of EDA. 
EDA and data mining are similar except the size of data. Data mining is usually connected with huge 
databases and deals with a large number of variables. It is one part of the process of knowledge discovery 
in databases. Classification (supervised classification) and clustering (unsupervised classification) are 
commonly used. After applying data mining methods, the discovered patterns need to be interpreted 
and assessed for their potential use in prediction in test data. Accuracy, how well the pattern predicts in 
data is still the main concern in data mining, but increasingly interpretation is important also. Ideally, 
relatively simple and interpretable models are used instead of complex models. 
Visualization methods can assist both interpretation and accuracy. Because visualization is usually 
concerned with exploring data and information graphically, as a mean of gaining understanding and 
insight into data, it can be helpful to interprété and assess the fitted model. 
EDA and data mining both can help reveal patterns and features of the data corresponding to 
patterns. However, there is a problem. If we look hard enough within a large data set, we tend to 
find spurious relationships. This is called data snooping. One example can be found in Crack(1999) 
on a financial data analysis. Data snooping happens when we find statistically significant but spurious 
relationships between empirical data. To prevent this problem, model fitting should be limited to the 
training set. If we use the whole dataset including the test set to find patterns of data, we tend to 
overestimate. To use simple models instead of complicated models is also another way to escape this 
problem. 
Multivariate data sets in which several numerical variables are recorded for each individual, are 
fundamental in most studies. Classical multivariate analysis methods usually use a variance-covariance 
matrix to evaluate the relationship of variables under the Gaussian assumption. Sometimes, they need 
to sphere the data before applying the method of analysis. If some variables are highly correlated in 
the data, we need to remove this collinearity first, for example, remove some variables or reduce the 
dimensionality that data points are independently distributed. 
The main problem of multivariate data analysis is "the curse of dimensionality". As dimensionality 
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increases, the number of possible locations in a multivariate space increase exponentially. It means that 
high-dimensional space is mostly empty and for multivariate Gaussian distribution, the large probability 
lies far-from the center in high-dimensional space. Therefore most of multivariate analysis methods are 
inadequate. 
In EDA point of view, the first step in data analysis is to look at the data. As EDA techniques 
expand toward multivariate and large data set , the role of graphical technique has begun to increase. 
However, in high-dimensional data, it is very difficult to present useful information by pictures that are 
restricted to be in low-dimensions (usually 2-3 dimensions). Projection pursuit approach can give us a 
solution to solve this problem. 
1.3 Projection pursuit 
To find a projection from the high-dimensional space into the low-dimensional space is one-way 
to escape dimensionality problems. Projection of the data generally implies loss of information and 
perhaps it can introduce some distortion of data. Therefore the projection should be carefully chosen, 
then the amount of information loss can be minimized. 
Projection pursuit is a technique developed for obtaining low-dimensional linear projections of mul­
tivariate data. The term "projection pursuit" was first used by Friedman and Tukey (1974) for a 
technique of the exploratory analysis of multivariate data. It is for finding the low-dimensional linear 
projections which reveal interesting structure. This low-dimensional projection is found by optimizing 
some pre-defined criterion function, called a projection pursuit index. 
The basic question in projection pursuit is to define what projections are interesting. It is usually 
argued that the Gaussian distribution is the least interesting one, and the most interesting projections 
are the ones revealing multi-modal distribution or cluster structure. (Figure 1.1) 
Interesting multivariate structure usually does not show up in all projections, and no single pro­
jection might contain all the information. Therefore it is important to choose a set of projections in 
the projection pursuit method. Also the projection pursuit algorithm can be applied to each cluster 
separately and find new projections that may reveal further clustering within each separated data set. 
The main advantage of the projection pursuit method is to bypass the curse of dimensionality by 
working in the low-dimensional linear projections. It also can ignore nuisance variables. This is a 
distinct advantage over methods based on interpoint distances like minimal spanning trees, multidi­
mensional scaling and most clustering techniques. Even though these methods also can avoid the curse 
of dimensionality, all of them can be derailed by nuisance variables. 
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Figure 1.1 (a) 2-dimensional data with 2 classes, (b) The histogram of the most interesting ID projected data, 
(c) The histogram of the least interesting ID projected data. 
1.3.1 Relationship of projection pursuit to other multivariate methodologies 
Principal components analysis is a familiar exploratory technique of this kind. It is a special case of 
the projection pursuit method in which the index of interestingness is the proportion of total variance 
accounted for by the projected data (7(a) = a'Sa, where S is the variance-covariance matrix of data 
and a is a projection.). When projection pursuit is used for exploratory data analysis, we usually 
compute a couple of the most interesting 1-dimensional projection sequentially, that is, after finding 
the most interesting 1-dimensional projection, find another most interesting 1-dimensional projection 
that is orthonormal to the first one, and continue this. Some structure of the data can be visualized by 
showing the distribution of the data in the 1-dimensional subspaces, or on 2-dimensional planes spanned 
by two of the 1-dimensional projection pursuit direction. This method is an extension of the classical 
method of using PCA for visualization, in which the direction of the data is shown on the plane spanned 
by the first two principal components. 
Thus principal component analysis extracts scale effects. One of the goals of projection pursuit 
is to discover additional structure not captured by the correlational structure of the data. A way to 
ensure this is to make the projection index invariant to all nonsingular affine transformations in the 
^-dimensional data space (Huber, 1985). 
Sphering provides a convenient way to construct an affine invariant projection pursuit index. Spher­
ing is to perform a linear transformation that removes all of the location, scale, and correlational 
structure. All linear combinations after sphering have zero mean, unit variance, and zero correlations. 
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It is analogous to carry out principal components analysis on the centered data. However, sphering has 
an unfortunate side effect. Sphering is graphically distracting because it changes the shape of the data 
and may in some cases hide features that were previously visible (Cook, et al,1995). 
Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is to find the linear combination such that the between-
group variance is maximized relative to the within-group variance. Let {Xgn : g = 1, • • • , G, and n = 
1, • • • , rig} be a sample, where Xgn is the nth ^-dimensional observation in group g. Let 
a 
B = X ni(Xj. — X..)(Xj. — X..)T : sample between iroups matrix 
i=i 
g ru 
W = X - Xi.)(Xy - Xj.)T : sample within groups matrix 
1=1 j=l 
where X«. = ^ YJjU xu> X . = ± ELi E"Li xv and N = ELi %-
Let Ai, • • • Xp be the eigenvalues of W_1B, and e%, - - , ep be the corresponding eigenvectors. Then 
aTBa ifBh x , 
«Two - (Twfi - ^ 
and /fX is the first linear discriminant. Similarly, we can find the second linear discriminant ZjfX by 
arBa ljBl2 4 , 
= iTwg = A. , b = ^  
Continuing, Z^X = e^X is the /cth linear discriminant. In this point of view, LDA is a special case 
of projection pursuit methods which finds set of orthogonal projections onto one-dimensional space 
sequentially. 
Multivariate data are often viewed as multivariate indirect measurements arising from underlying 
sources, which typically cannot be directly measured. Factor analysis is a classical technique that aims 
to identify these latent sources. Factor analysis models typically have the assumption of Gaussian 
distribution. Recently, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has emerged as a strong competitor to 
factor analysis. It deals with the non-Gaussian nature of the underlying sources. 
ICA comes from the blind source separation problem. The goal of the blind source separation is 
to recover independent sources given only sensor observations that are linear mixtures of independent 
source signals. ICA provides a way to find a linear coordinate system such that the resulting signals are 
as statistically independent from each other as possible. In contrast to correlation-based transformations 
such as principal component analysis, ICA not only decorrelates the signals but also reduces high-order 
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statistical dependencies. 
The ICA model has exactly the same form as Factor analysis, except the factors are assumed to be 
non-Gaussian and statistically independent. ICA starts from a factor analysis solution, and looks for 
rotations that lead to independent components. From this point of view, ICA is just another factor 
rotation method. Projection pursuit is usually performed by finding the most non-normal projections 
of the data. This means that all the non-normality measures and the corresponding ICA algorithms 
could be also called projection pursuit indices and algorithms.(Lee, 1998; Hastie, et al.,2001) 
1.3.2 Variations of projection pursuit method 
Most of the nonparametric estimation techniques (kernel, nearest-neighbor, and spline smoothing) 
are based on local averaging. In high-dimensional space, they do not perform well unless the sample size 
is very large. Friedman and Stuetzle (1981) suggested the projection pursuit regression (PPR), which 
combines nonparametric regression in high-dimensional data with the projection pursuit method. 
PP Density 
Approximation 
PP Density 
Estimation 
Classification 
Neural 
Network 
Independent 
Component 
Analysis 
Rotation 
in Factor Analysis 
Projection Pui 
Principal 
Component 
Analysis 
PP Discriminant 
Analysis 
Discriminant 
Analysis 
Figure 1.2 The relation between projection pursuit and other classical analysis and their applications 
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PPR model has the additive form /(X )  = f o ( X )  + Em=i 9 m ( a m X ) >  where f o ( X )  is a initial model, 
usually y, and uses iterative method to estimate this model. In each iteration, estimate the regression 
function gm using residuals of previous iteration as response variable and a projected data a^X as 
predictor variables, and continue these procedure until the residuals have no information. In here, 
am is selected for maximizing R2 in each regression and local averaging is used to estimate gm. The 
projection pursuit regression model has not been widely used in the Statistics arena. But it plays 
an important role in the neural network arena, which is a widely used data mining procedure. The 
single hidden layer back-proparation network, which is the most widely used neural net, is a two-stage 
classification or regression model and can be explained as PPR model. 
The projection pursuit density estimation (PPDE : Friedman, et al (1984)) is also used for solving 
the problem of local averaging in high-dimensionial space in an iterative manner. The PPDE method 
constructs estimates of the form PM(X) = po(X) Hm=i FMIA^X), where po(X) is an initial multivariate 
density, usually a normal distribution, am is a projection and fm is an augmenting function, the ratio 
of two marginal distributions of pm-i(X) and p{X). In each iteration, find am that maximizes the 
cross-entropy and update fm until the augmenting function fm has no pattern. 
Posse(1992) suggested the projection pursuit discriminant analysis (PPDA) for two groups. He used 
kernel estimation of the projected data instead of the original data and used the total probability of 
misclassification of the projected data as the projection pursuit index. Polzehl(1994) extended Posse's 
PPDA. He considered the cost of misclassification and used the expected overall loss as the projection 
pursuit index. In addition, there are many other applications using the projection pursuit method, such 
as projection pursuit classification and projection pursuit density approximation (Huber, 1985). 
1.3.3 Projection pursuit indices 
Friedman and Tukey's index(1974) used interpoint distances as well as the measure of the spread 
of data in robust manner. 1(a) = s(a)d(a), where a is a projection, s(a) is the trimmed standard 
deviation, and d(a) is the local density. Jones and Sibson(1987) showed that d(a) is an estimate of 
f f2(z)dz (order-2 entropy), where / is the density of data which is projected onto a and considered 
the order-1 entropy, — f /log/. The standard normal density minimizes this, which means this index 
measures deviation from normal density. 
They also suggested the moment index, (k32 + j K 4 2 ) / 1 2 ,  where Kg and «4 are cumulants. This index 
was made to avoid reference back to the original data at each step of the numerical procedure. However, 
the moment index dramatically emphasizes departure from normality in the tails of the distribution. 
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In Friedman and Tukey's index and the entropy index, kernel estimation is used to estimate /. 
Friedman(1987) revisited exploratory projection pursuit and proposed an index estimating L2 dis­
tance between the density of the projected data and the standard normal density. To emphasize de­
partures from normal in the main body of the distribution instead of in the tails, he used a trans­
formation, Y = 2$(%) — 1, where $(%) is the standard normal cdf. Friedman's Legendre index is 
IL — (g(y) — i)2 dy. This index is named after Legendre polynomial which is used to estimate 
This Legendre index generated much discussion. Hall(1989) proposed the Hermite index IH = 
f {f(x) - <fi(x)}2 dx, where 0(x) is the standard normal pdf, and used the Hermite polynomial to 
estimate /. Using the inverse transformation, Cook, et al. (1993) made the Legendre index to the 
same form of the Hermite index, IL = f {/(x) — (f>{x)}2 2tp(x)^'-E, and indicated that the Legendre index 
upweights in the tails, exactly the opposite of Friedman's intension. They suggested the Natural Hermite 
index, IN = f (f(x) - <j>(x)}2 <j>(x)dx. It is natural because the distance from the normal density is 
taken with respect to Normal measure. They also used a Hermite polynomial. Low-order of Hermite and 
Natural Hermite indices often find projections with a hole in the center and low-order of Legendre index 
tends to find projections containing skewness. Higher indices become short sighted and find details. 
1.4 Optimization methods used for projection pursuit 
Optimization procedures play an important role in projection pursuit methods. In most optimization 
problem, the global maxima is required and local maxima are useless. On the other hand, the purpose 
of projection pursuit optimization is to find all interesting projections, not only to find one global 
maximum, because sometimes the local maximum can reveal unexpectedly interesting data structure. 
For this reason, the projection pursuit optimization algorithm needs to be flexible to find global and 
local maxima. 
In the beginning of the projection pursuit research, the projection pursuit indices were smooth and 
the Rosenbrock and Powell principal axis search algorithms, sophisticated hill-climbing algorithms, have 
been sucessfully applied without enountering any instability (Friedman and Tukey, 1974). Friedman and 
Stuetzel (1981) modified the Rosenbrock method to search on the unit sphere. This method is started 
at the best coordinate direction. Because there is no guarantee that the global optimum will be found, 
the search is restarted at ramdom directions if the local optimum is not acceptable. This prevents from 
premature termination. 
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Projection Pursuit index 
and method 
Optimization procedure 
Friedman and 
Tukey('74) 
1 ( a )  =  s ( a ) d ( a )  
s(a) : trimmed s.d. 
d(a) : local density 
- robust to the outliers 
Rosenbrock 
Powell principal axes 
Friedman and 
Stuetzl('81) 
PP Regression 
1(a) = 1 E'=l(^I5°("'*,))2 
Sa(a'xi) : regression function 
Ti : residual of previous iteration 
Rosenbrock method 
- modified to search on the unit sphere 
Jones and 
Sibson('87) 
1 ( a )  —  f  /log / : entropy index 
1(a) = K3+4K4 : moment index 
- emphasize the tail area 
hill-climbing method 
steepest-slope methods 
- solution are too local 
Friedman('87) jL(q) = /-i (ff(y) - \)2 dv 
: Legendreindex 
- upweight in the tails 
hybrid optimization strategy 
- solutions are too local 
Hall('89) I H ( a )  =  f  { f ( x )  -  4 > ( x ) } 2  d x  
: Hermite index 
Crawford('91) genetic optimizer 
Posse('92) PP Discriminant Analysis random search 
Cook, et al('93) I N ( a )  =  f  { / ( x )  -  ( j > ( x ) } 2  c f > ( x ) d x  
: Natural Hermite index 
Pozehl('94) PP Discriminant Analysis a combination of stochastic search 
and the simplex algorithm 
Cook, et al('95) interpolation tour 
simulated annealing 
Table 1.1 Summary of projection pursuit methods and optimization procedures 
Later, Jones and Sibson (1987) used a steepest-ascent algorithm and Friedman (1987) modified 
this algorithm with a simple stepping search to determine a region of interest. It is called a hybrid 
optimization strategy. However these methods find solutions too locally and a solution is not interesting 
if the starting point is not in the attractive domain. In 1991, Crawford suggested the genetic optimizer. 
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It is similar to the gradient-based method using a large number of random starts. 
Posse (1990) pointed out the problems of the former optimization procedures and suggested a random 
search for finding the global maximum of a projection pursuit index. It is an extension of Ruber's method 
(1987) to the 2-dimensional case. He used this method for PPDA. Polzehl (1994) used a combination 
of a stochastic search and the simplex algorithm. Cook, et al (1995) suggested an interpolation tour for 
a grand tour and simulated annealing for optimizing projection pursuit indices. 
1.5 Linear discriminant analysis and its extensions 
In the previous section, we mentioned that LDA can be explained as projection pursuit method. We 
look at LDA in a different way. LDA starts from the assumption that the data of each group come from 
Gaussian distribution with different means(^9) and same variance-covariance matrix(S). Therefore the 
linear discriminant functions are 
Mx) = xT£~Vs -
If we change the common variance-covariance assumption to non-homogeneous variance-covariance 
across groups, the discriminant functions changes to a quadratic form(QDA) 
Mx) = ~2 'og - 2^X ~ ~ A1»)-
LDA and QDA work very well in most cases because the data can only support simple decision 
boundaries such as linear or quadratics, and the estimates provided via the Gaussian models are stable. 
But QDA has a serious drawback. For large p, we need to estimate too many parameters, (G — 1) x 
p{p + 2) /2 .  
Regularized discriminant analysis(RDA) is a compromise between LDA and QDA. In RDA, the 
regularized covariance matrix Ëg(a) = aÊg + (1 — a)Ê is used, a can be chosen by cross-validation. 
The regulaized covariance matrix can be modified as Êg(a) — aÊ + (1 — a)â2l. As a is decreased, this 
covariance matrix is shrunk toward the scalar covariances and the assumption of this analysis can be 
changed to independent variables (Hastie et al, 2001). 
Flexible discriminant analysis (FDA) applies basis expansions to LDA and makes LDA more flexible. 
Therefore FDA amounts to LDA in an enlarged space. Generalized optimal scoring were introduced to 
solve FDA. It changed FDA to regression analysis. Sometimes, if this enlarged space is too large, it 
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creates problem for fitting the model and needs to be regulated. Penalized discriminant analysis(PDA) 
is proposed to handle this problem. PDA fits an LDA model, but penalizes its coefficients to be smooth. 
From a regression point of view, PDA can be explained as ridge regression (Hastie et al, 2001). For 
detailed theoretical descriptions, see Appendix A. 
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2 PROJECTION PURSUIT FOR EXPLORATORY SUPERVISED 
CLASSIFICATION 
A paper to be submitted the Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics 
Abstract 
In high-dimensional data, one often seeks a few interesting low-dimensional projections which re­
veal important aspects of the data. Projection pursuit is a procedure for searching high-dimensional 
data for interesting low-dimensional projections via the optimization of a criterion function called the 
projection pursuit index. Very few projection pursuit indices incorporate class or group information in 
the calculation, and hence can be adequately applied to supervised classification problems. We intro­
duce new indices derived from linear discriminant analysis that can be used for exploratory supervised 
classification. 
Key Words: Classification; Data mining; Gene expression; Linear discriminant analysis; Microarray 
data analysis; Multivariate data; Projection pursuit 
2.1 Introduction 
This paper is about methods for finding interesting projections of multivariate data when the obser­
vations belong to one of several known groups. The type of data would be denoted as a ^-dimensional 
vector Xy that presents the _/'th observation of the z'th class, i = 1 (number of classes) and 
j  = 1,..., ni  (number of observations in class i ) .  Let X*. — Xy be the ith group mean and 
X = i Ei=i be the total mean, where n  =  Y l i = i n i -  Interesting projections correspond 
to views where there are the biggest differences between the observations from different classes, that 
is, the classes are clustered in the view. In this paper, the approach to finding interesting projections 
uses measures of between group variation,relative to within-group variation. These new methods are 
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important for exploratory data analysis and data mining purposes when the task is to (1) examine the 
nature of clustering in the space of the data due to class information, and (2) to build a classifier for 
predicting the class of new data. 
Projection pursuit is a method to search for interesting linear projections by optimizing some pre­
determined criterion function, called a projection pursuit index. This idea originated with Kruskal 
(1969), and Friedman and Tukey (1974) first used the term "projection pursuit" for a technique of the 
exploratory analysis of multivariate data. It is useful for an initial data analysis, especially when data are 
in a high dimensional space. The problem of multivariate data is based on "the curse of dimensionality", 
that is, most of high dimensional space is empty unless the sample size is quite large. Projection pursuit 
method helps to explore multivariate data in low dimensional but "interesting" spaces. (The definition 
of "interesting" projection depends on the projection pursuit index). 
Many projection pursuit indices have been developed to discover interesting projections from different 
points of views. Because most low-dimensional projections are approximately normal (Huber, 1985), 
most projection pursuit indices have focused on non-normality : the entropy index and the moment 
index (Jones and Sibson, 1987), Legendre index (Friedman, 1987), Hermite index (Hall, 1989), and 
Natural Hermite index (Cook et al, 1993). 
Visual inspection of high dimensional data using projections is helpful to understand data, especially 
when it combined with dynamic graphics. GGobi is an interactive and dynamic software system for 
data visualization and the guided tour with projection pursuit indices is implemented in it (Swayne et 
al, 2003). The holes index and the skewness index in GGobi are helpful in finding projections with a 
hole in the center and projections containing skewness, respectively(Cook et al, 1993). 
Projection pursuit method have been broadly used in statistical applications, even though they are 
not always specifically described as projection pursuit methods. Many classical multivariate analysis 
are explained as simple cases of projection pursuit methods, for example, principal component analysis 
and discriminant analysis, and the quartimax and oblimax methods in factor analysis (Huber, 1985). 
Independent components analysis(ICA), a variation of principal component analysis, has the same model 
as factor analysis, except the factors are assumed to be non-normal and statistically independent. From 
the factor analysis solution, ICA finds projections(rotations) that lead factors to be independent. From 
this point of view, ICA is also a special case of projection pursuit (Hastie, et al. 2001). 
We start from linear discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis is a well-known classification 
method. Among the various two approaches to the discriminant analysis, one is to minimize the total 
probability of misclassification and another is Fisher's method. Posse (1992) suggested the projection 
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pursuit discriminant analysis (PPDA) for two groups using the first approach. He used kernel estimation 
of the projected data instead of the original data and used the total probability of misclassification of 
the projected data as a projection pursuit index. Polzehl (1994) considered the cost of misclassification 
and used expected overall loss as the projection pursuit index. 
We propose exploratory classification tools using new projection pursuit indices that incorporate 
class information using Fisher's linear discriminant analysis idea, which expand on Ruber's discussion 
of projection pursuit for classification. These indices are helpful to build understanding about how 
class structure relates to measured variables and also can provide graphical representation for verifying 
supervised classification results. For dynamic graphics, these indices are implemented into GGobi. 
Section 2.2 introduces the new projection pursuit indices and describes their properties. The opti­
mization method is discussed in section 2.3 and assessing centainty in estimating projection is discussed 
in section 2.4. In section 2.5, these indices are applied to two gene expression data sets. A discussion 
follows. 
2.2 Index definition 
2.2.1 LDA projection pursuit index 
The first index is derived from classical linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The approach, first 
developed by Fisher (1938), finds linear combinations of the data which have large between-group sums 
of squares relative to within-group sums of squares. (For detailed explanations, see Johnson et al., 
1992.) Let 
9 
B = Ynjfri. ~ X..)(Xj. - X,.)T : between-group sums of squares, 
ï— 1 
9 ni 
W = ^ ^(Xjj - Xj.)(Xy - X,.)T : within-group sums of squares. 
i=l j = 1 
Dimension reduction is achieved by finding the linear combinations, a, which maximize JV^a' *^ s a 
result, we get â% = ex and = ' w^ere Ai > • • • > As are eigenvalues of W-1B, e1; • • • , e„ 
are the corresponding eigenvectors, and s = min(g - 1,p). Note that by construction and convention 
the eigenvectors are orthonormal, that is, ||e|| = 1 and ej[e&' = 0 so a can be considered to be 
projection vectors. The linear combination âfX is called the first linear discriminant, and generally 
âj^X produces the fcth linear discriminant when â& = e&. The result is that the data are reduced 
to at most s dimensions, and this .s-dimensional subspace provides all the necessary information for 
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LDA. From this perspective, LDA is a special case of projection pursuit methods that finds orthogonal 
projections onto 1-dimensional spaces, â&, sequentially. 
This approach leads to several natural definitions of a projection pursuit index which uses class 
information. For a 1-dimensional index, use ^ow values correspond to projections which 
display little class differences, and high values correspond to projections which have large differences 
between the classes. For an arbitrary-dimensional index consider test statistics used in multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA). These statistics are based on comparisons between the within-group 
|W| 
and between-group sums of squares matrices. The most common statistic is Wilks A* = . ; ' ., that 
I W+B| 
is, the determinant of the within-group sums of squares divided by the determinant of the total sums 
of squares. This quantity also ranges between 0 and 1, although the interpretation of numerical values 
are reversed from the 1-dimensional measure defined above: small values of A* correspond to large 
difference between the classes. This scale needs to be reversed to conform to the projection pursuit 
convention of maximum values corresponding to the most interesting projections. 
Let A = [ai a2 • • • a&] define a orthonormal projections onto a ^-dimensional space. Because 
in projection pursuit the convention is to maximize projection pursuit index, the maximum should 
correspond to when the groups are most different and minimum should be when the groups are similar. 
We follow this convention and use negative value of Wilks Lambda and add 1 to keep this index between 
0 and 1. Low index values correspond to little difference between classes and high values correspond to 
large differences between classes. Then the LDA projection pursuit index is 
1 
- |a^w+b]a| Mat(w + b)a|*o 
0 for |AT(W + B)A| =0 
When k = 1 the index is —E j = 1  ( — _ L  — - L .  T h e  n e x t  p r o p o s i t i o n  q u a n t i f i e s  
aT(W+B)a ELi £"ii(aTXji-aI'Xi.) 
the minimum and maximum values. For simplicity, we denote W + B as #. 
Proposition 1. Let rank($) = p ,  k  <  min(p, g ) .  Then, 
I LDA{ A) = 
k p 
0 < 1 — Ai < / lda(A) < 1 — A; < 1 
i=l i=p—k+l 
(2.0.1) 
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where Ai, > A2 > • • • > Ap > 0 : eigenvalues of 
ei, e2, •  •  •  , e p  :  corresponding eigenvectors of $-1/2W$-1/'2, 
fi, f2, • • • , fp : eigenvectors of 
In (2.0.1), the right equality holds when A* = <&_1/2[ep ep_i • • • ep_fc+i] = 3>~1//2[fi f2 • • • ft] and 
the left equality holds whenA* = <&~ll2[e,k Bk-\ ei] = 0"^2[fp_t+i fp-fc+2 • • - fp]-
The proof is in the appendix. To simplify the situation, assume that data are sphered. For sphered 
data, $ = (n — 1)1 and ILDA(A) = 1 - (^-j-)t:|ATWA|. According to Proposition 1, this index has a 
maximum value when the projection is A* = [fi • • • f*], where fi, • • • , f<: are eigenvectors of B. This 
projection A* can be explained as the first k largest principal components of B, that is, this projection 
reveals the most spread class mean structure. 
Exactly speaking, A* is not an orthonormal projection, but an normalized projection with A*T<1>A* = 
I. Therefore, we can find an orthonormal projection A such that the columns of A and A* spans the 
same space. That is, there exists a nonsingular matrix R&x& such that AR = A*. The columns of A 
and A* span the same vector space and 
I LDA(A * )  =  1  - |A*
TWA* 
|A (W + B)A* 
1 -
RTATWAR|  
|RTAT(W + B)AR 
1 -
RT | |ATWA| |R|  
RT | |AR(W + B)A||R| 
|ATWA| R /AX 
=  1  
~ |AR(W + B)A| = (  ' 
Therefore, A is the optimal projection that is spanned by A*. Usually R is not unique and we can get 
different optimal projections whenever we optimize the LDA index, but they represent the same vector 
space and have same information about linear discriminiant analysis. The difference is just directions. 
A problem arises for LDA when rank(W) = r < p. We need to remove collinearity before applying 
LDA by variable selection. Otherwise, we need to modify the W-1 part of the calculation. For example, 
use the pseudo inverse (pseudo LDA : Fukunaga, 1990) , or use ridge estimate instead of W(regularized 
discriminant analysis : Friedman, 1989). This is not a problem for the projection pursuit approach 
unless r < k. In projection pursuit method, we work on /c-dimensional space instead of p-dimensional 
space. Therefore we can find interesting projections without initial dimension reduction or any other 
modification. 
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Proposition 2. Let rank(^) =  r  <  p ,  k  <  min(r,g ) .  Then, 
i - n ^ < w A ) < ! -  n  Si (2.o.2) 
i = r — k + 1  
where $ = F Q 
A 0 " PT ' 
= PAPT 
0 0 
_ Q T  
\  : spectral decomposition of #, 
P  :  k  x r matrix, P T P  =  I r ,  
Q  :  k  x ( k  -  r )  matrix, Q T Q  =  h - r ,  
A = diag[<5i, <52, • • • , <5r] : r x r diagonal matrix, 
61,62, " , 5r : eigenvalues of A~1/2PTWZPA~1'/2, 
ei, e2, • • • ,er : corresponding eigenvectors of A ~ l / 2 P T W P A ~ 1 / 2 .  
In (2.0.2), the right equality holds when A = PA-1/2[er er_i ••• er_t+1], and the left equality 
holds when A = PA_1/2[efc e^-i • • • ei]. 
To illustrate the behavior of this index, we use the following type of plot that was introduced 
by Huber(1990). In one-dimensional projections from 2-dimensional space, for 9 — 0°, • • • , 179°, the 
projection pursuit index is calculated using projection a@ = (cosd, sin6) and displayed radially as a 
function of 0. In each figure, the data points are plotted in the center. The solid line represents the 
index value, ILDA, plotted in relative distances from the center. The dotted circle is a guide line plotted 
at the median index value. The maximum index value is obtained when the data are projected onto 
the straight dotted line. 
Figure 1 shows how the LDA index works and compares this optimal projection to the first principal 
component. Data are simulated from two normal distributions with same variance-covariance structure, 
( 1 0.95 \ / -1 \ / 1 \ 
S = , and different means, /xi = and yu2 = . Each group has 50 
V 0.95 I ) V 0.6 / \ -0.6 J 
samples. Figure 1(a) shows that LDA index function is smooth and has maximum value when the 
projected data reveals two separated classes, (b) and (c) are the histograms of the optimal projected 
data using the LDA index and the projected data onto the first principal component. LDA index finds 
separated class structure. On the other hand, principal component finds the most spread data structure. 
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(a-1) PP index vs. theta 
(b) 
- 1 0  1 2  
1D projected data 
(C) 
en OODODtintfll BXDOO 
- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0  1  2  3  
1D projected data 
Figure 1. The bivariate distribution with 2 classes, (a) ILDA ; (b) projection that maximize ILDA;  (C ) projection 
corresponding to first principal component The LDA index works well in general situations, but it has some 
problems under special circumstances. One special situation is 2-dimensional data generated from a 
uniform mixture of three Gaussian distributions, with unit variance-covariance matrices and centers 
at the vertices of an equiliterial triangle, Figure 2(a) is the theoretical case where three classes have 
the exact same variance-covariance matrix and three class means are the vertices of an equiliterial 
triangle. In this case, all directions have the same LDA index values. In (b) data is generated from a 
Gaussian distribution with means from the three vertices of an equiliterial triangle and identity variance-
covariance matrix. Because of sampling errors, variance structures are slightly different in each class 
and the three class means don't lie exactly on an equiliterial triangle, then the optimal direction depends 
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on sampling errors. This is not what we expect from exploratory work. We would like to be able to find 
all interesting data structures, which in this case would be one of three 1-d projections revealing one 
group. We extend this problem of LDA index to define a new index that is able to detect interesting 
structures in this situation. 
Figure 2. The bivariate distribution with 3 classes, (a) ILDA •' Theoretical case where the three classes have 
the exact same variance covariance structure and the three class means come from the vertices of an equiliterial 
triangle, (b) ILDA • '  Generated data from three normal distributions with different means and same identity 
variance-covariance. Three means come from the vertices of an equiliterial triangle. 
2.2.2 LDA extended projection pursuit index using Lr-norm 
We start from one-dimensional index. Let y i j  = aTXy- be a projected data onto 1-dimensional 
space. In LDA index, we use aTBa and aTWa as the measures of between-group and within-group 
variations, respectively. These two measures can be explained as the square of Z-2 vector norm. 
M M 
9 Tl i  
aTBa = ~ y . . f  = {||My9 - l„z/..||2}2 
9 Tli 
aTWa = -  V i f  = {||y-Myg||2}2 
9 rii 
aT*a = ~y..f = {||Mys - l„y..||2}2 + {||y - MyJ|2}2 = {||y - 1„Z/..||2}2 , 
i=l j=1 
where 
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M y g  = [yi. , 2 /2 . , - - -  , y g ]  , y = [yiT,y2Tv ,y/] , 
yi  —  [ y n , y i 2 ,  •  •  •  , V i n g ]  , and ln = [1,1, • • • , 1]T : n x 1 vector. This total sum of squares $ can be 
represented as the additive of B and W. We extend to the LR norm. Let 
Br = {||y-Myg||r}r = 53531^-
l— l  j  — 1  
9 Tl i  
Wr = {||y - i n y ..\\r}r = 12-
i=l j = l  
m. r-
Then 
9 ru 9 ni 9 ru 
TV = {||y - ln2/..||r}r = YlYl\y 
i =  1  j=  1  
i j - y . . \ r  <  Y Y M  - y . . \ r  + Y,Y, \ y i j  -  y i . \ r  
1=1 j = l  2=1 j  =  \  
= {l|Myff - l„y..||r}r + {||y - Myfl||r}r = Br + Wr. 
Even though the additivity does not hold for L R  norm, BR and WR can be substitutions of the measures 
of between-group and within-group variabilities. We use these measures to our new index definition. 
The one-dimensional LR projection pursuit index is defined by 
lLr (a) - Br 
Wr 
1/r I|y-Myj|r 
lly- lnj/..||r 
( & . - W  1/r 
To prevent this index value from getting too big, we use 1/r power. The one-dimensional LDA index is 
a special case of this index when r = 2. 
For a ^-dimensional projection A, let Y= ATXY = [y-iji, yij-z, • • • , yijk]T be a projected data onto 
the k dimensional space spanned by A. Then 
ATBA = 
E E (m - y . . i)2 E E (jk.i - y . . i )  (2/>.2 - y . . 2) 
E E (Si.2 - v..2) {yi. 1 - 8..1) E E (Si.2 - 5..2) 
EE(ft.fc-2/..fc)(5i.i-5..1) 
EE(y».i - 2/..1) {yi.k - y..) 
EE (Si.2 — 5..2) (Si.A: - s..) 
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and 
ArWA = 
E E  ( y i j i  -  y i . i ) 2  E E (y*ji - j /i.i) (yi>2 - y%.2) 
E E  (yij2  -  Si .2 )  ( y i j i  -  Ui.i)  £  E  (y i j2  -  Si .2 )  
E £ {vijk - Vi.k) (2/iji - Si.i) 
EE (yiji - Si.i) (y.j/c 
EEte2  -  S1.2 )  {y i jk  -  s» .  
EEfe t  - y i . k ) 2  
The diagonals of these matrices represent variances of between (or within) group for each variables 
and off diagonals represent covariances between variables, we take only diagonal parts of these between-
group and within-group variabilities and extend these sums of squares to LR norms. Let 
1=1 i—l j=1 1 = 1 
wr = 53 53 (yiii ~ yu^r = 13 tiiYz 1»y..zii'-}r -
1=1 i=l j= 1 /= 1 
where Y s ;  =  [i / i . ; ,2 /2 . ; ,"  • ,  Y,  =  Y U T , Y 2 iT , •  •  •  , Y gi1 
Then, 
,and Yjj — [j/ii/jjtoii • • • j Vinsi\ 
^Lr(a) = Br W, 
1/r  
' E L { i i M Y „ - w . , H r y  
^ zL{iiY,-i"y..,iirr 7 
^ELiELiETii 
1/r  
1/r  
(a) r=1 (b) r=3 (c) r=5 
Figure 3. The bivariate distribution with 3 classes(as used for Figure 2-(a)) (a) IL x (b) IL 3  (C)  IL 5 •' When 
r=2 and R=4> the index is the same as ILDA, shown in Figure 2(a) 
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In Figure 3, we can find three optimal projections for each r (r = 1,3,5) and also find different 
patterns as r changes. When r = 1, all three optimal projections separate one class from the other two 
classes. When r = 3, the optimal projections separate three classes. With L5 index, we found the same 
optimal projection as L\ index case but the index function is smoother than L\ index. When r is 2 and 
4, this index has the same value for all directions, same as LDA index. 
LDA index and LR index (r > 2) are usually sensitive to outliers, mainly due to use distance based 
measures. Even though L\ index is based on distances, this index is more robust to outliers than other 
indices. This comes from the properties of the least absolute value estimator, called L\ estimator. By 
maximizing Li norm instead of L2 norm, we usually get a robust estimator. The resistance of the 
L\ estimators to outliers and their robustness to heavy tailed distributions make this estimator useful 
alternatives to the usual least squares (L2) estimators. Although in general the L\ estimators are not 
unique, they all share this property. (For detailed explanations, see Bloomfield, et al, 1983) 
(c) r=3 (b) r=2 
(a-1) 
mut 
2222z22: 
(b—1 ) (C-1) 
1D projected data 1D projected data 1D projected data 
Figure 4• The bivariate distribution with 2 classes : class 1 has an outlier (a) IL x (a-1) Histogram of 
the projected data onto L i optimal projection (b) IL2 (B-1) Histogram of the projected data onto L2 optimal 
projection (c) IL3 (C-1) Histogram of the projected data onto L3 optimal projection 
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Figure 4 shows how these indices work for an outlier. In each plot, there are two classes (1 and 2). 
The class 1 has 21 observations with one outlier and the class 2 has 20 observations. The histogram 
of the best one-dimensional projected data using L\ index (Figure 3 (a-1)) shows that the outlier is 
separated from two groups and the best projection is not affected by this outlier. When r > 2, the best 
projections are a little bit shifted toward the direction that the class 1 includes this outlier. Except this 
outlier, L\ index provides a more separable projection than the best projection of Lr{r > 2) index. 
2.3 Optimization 
A good optimization procedure is an important part of projection pursuit. The purpose of projection 
pursuit optimization is to find all interesting projections, not only to find one global maximum, because 
sometimes the local maximum can reveal unexpectedly interesting data structure. For this reason, the 
projection pursuit optimization algorithm needs to be flexible to find global and local maxima. We use 
a simulated annealing approach. 
Simulated annealing was first proposed by Kirkpatrick et al (1983) as a method to minimize criterion 
functions that have many variables. The fundamental idea of simulated annealing methods is that a 
rescaling parameter, called the "temperature", allows control of the speed of convergence to an optimal 
value, whether the optimal value is global and local. For a criterion function h(8), called the "energy", 
we start from the initial value do- 0* is generated from a neighborhood of (90. Then, 6* is accepted to a 
new value with probability p that is defined by temperature and the energy difference between 6>o and 
9*. This probability p guards against getting trapped into a local minimun. 
For projection pursuit optimization, we use two different temperatures, one (D,) is for neighborhood 
definition, and the other (T,) is for the probability p . D, is rescaled by the predetermined cooling 
parameter c and T; is defined by l0j,^°+1) • Before we use this algorithm, we need to choose cooling 
parameter c and initial temperature To first. The cooling parameter c decides how many iterations is 
needed to converge to optimal value and whether the optimal value is a local maximum or a global 
maximum. The initial temperature To also takes part in the speed of convergence. If we use small c, 
the optimal value can be found in a small number of iterations, but optimal value might be a local 
maximum. If c is large, we need more iterations to get an optimal value, but this optimal value is the 
global maximum. Therefore this algorithm is very flexible that we can find the local or global maximum 
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value. 
Simulated Annealing Optimization Algorithm for Projection Pursuit 
1. Set initial projection A0, calculate initial projection pursuit index value Io = 7(A0) 
For ith iteration, 
2. Generate a projection A, from NO{  (A0), 
where = c\ c is a predetermined cooling parameter in range (0,1), 
Net (A0) — {A : A is a orthonormal projection with direction A0 + DiB 
for all random projections B}. 
3. Calculate U = I{Ai), AU - U - I0, = log^0+1), 
4. Set A0 = Ai and I0 = Jj with probability p = min^exp , lj and increase i to i+1 
Repeat 2-4 until A/j is small. 
2.4 Assessing certainty in estimating projection 
Because the projection pursuit method usually operates on high dimensional data, it is not easy 
to check whether the optimal projection is located in the position that represents interesting data 
structure. This uncertainty comes from the optimization. In our optimization algorithm, we can control 
this uncertainty with changing the cooling parameter. 
1 
thela 
Figure 5. The bivariate distribution with 4 classes (a) IL ! (b) 9 vs. IL 1 plot :the dashed line (1) is the global 
maximum and (2) is the local maximum. 
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Figure 5 shows how this optimization works with different cooling parameters. Data in (a) are gen­
erated from four normal distributions with different means, pi = [5,5]T, = [-5, -5]T, ^3 = [3, -3]T, 
and /U4 = [—3,3]T. Each group has 50 samples, (b) shows L\ index values for 6 = 0°, • • • , 179°. In here 
Li index function has local maximum(2) and global maximum(l). By changing cooling parameters, we 
can control the probability of reaching the global maximum or local maximum. This is demonstrated 
in Figure 6: vertical dotted lines are optimal theta that obtained from 100 time repeated optimization. 
Numbers on the line shows how many times this optimal theta are found in 100 iterations. As the 
cooling parameter decreases, the chance to get a local maximum instead of global maximum is higher. 
coolinq= 0.7 
Figure 6. The bivariate distribution with 4 classes(same as Figure 5) : 9 vs. Li index with different cooling 
parameters. As cooling parameter is decreased, the chance to get local optimum is increased. 
Training set = 100% Training set = 90% Training set = 80% 
Figure 7. Optimal ID projection for various size of training sets of Iris data : X and Y axis represent 2D 
optimal projection for the whole data 
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The optimal projection largely depends on the data. This might be another source of uncertainty. 
To check how this projection pursuit method works for data, we use Fisher's Iris data (Fisher, 1938). 
In Figure 7, points with three different characters show the optimal 2D projected data using LDA index 
and lines are optimal ID projection vectors from 200 training sets. As training set size is smaller, more 
variation in the optimal projections is observed . 
2.5 Application 
DNA Microarray technologies have changed radically and provide a powerful tool for analyzing 
thousands of genes simultaneously. Comparison of gene expression levels between samples is quite 
useful to obtain information about important genes and their functions. Because of the large number 
of genes and a typically small number of samples, analyzing DNA microarray data presents unique 
challenges to data analysts. 
A recent publication (Dudoit et al., 2002) on the comparison of discriminant methods for gene 
expression data has focused on the classification error. We will use the same data sets to demonstrate 
the performance of our PP indices. 
2.5.1 Datasets 
Leukemia This dataset originated from a study of gene expression in two types of acute leukemias, 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia(ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia(AML). The dataset consists of 25 cases 
of AML and 47 cases of ALL(38 cases of B-cell ALL and 9 cases of T-cell ALL). After preprocessing, 
we have p — 3571 human genes.This dataset is available at http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/mpr and 
was described by Golub et al. (1999). 
NCI60 This dataset consists of 8 different sites of cancer origin : 9 cases from breast, 5 cases from 
central nervous system(CNS), 7 cases from colon, 8 cases from leukemia, 8 cases from melanoma, 9 
cases from non-small-cell lung carcinoma(NSCLC), 6 cases from ovarian, and 9 cases from renal, with 
p=6830 human genes. Missing values are imputed by a simple k nearest-neighbor algorithm (k = 5). 
We use this data to show how to use exploratory classification when the number of classes is large. 
This dataset is available at http://genome-www.stanford.edu/sutech/download/nci60/index.html and 
was described by Ross at al. (2000). 
Standardization and Gene Selection The gene expression data were standardized so that the 
observations have mean 0 and variance 1 across variables. For gene selection, we use the ratio of 
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between-group to within-group sums of squares. 
ELl ELl 1  ( V i  =  k)  ( x i J  - * k , j ) 2  
where x.j = ^ YH=i xi,j and î&j = ' • ^t the beginning, we follow the original study 
(Dudoit et al, 2002) and start with p—40 for the leukemia data and p=30 for the NCI60 data and 
discuss various numbers of genes later. 
2.5.2 Results 
ID projection 
(a) Leukemia : r=1 
2 
ill wii 1 
-1  0  
proj.dala 
(b) Leukemia : r=2 
3 3333 
2: 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 
proj.dala 
0.5 
(c) Leukemia : r=3 
1.0 -3 -1 0 
proj.dala 
Figure 8. Leukemia data - ID projection (p=40)-
1: AML 2: B-cell ALL 3 : T-cell ALL 
Figure 8 displays the histograms of the projected data onto the optimal ID projections. For this 
application, we choose very large cooling parameter (0.999) to lead to global maximum. In the Leukemia 
data, when r=l (Figure 8-a), the B-cell ALL class is separated from the others except one case. When 
r = 2(Figure 8-b), the result of Lr index is the same as the result of LDA index. In this case, the AML 
class is separated from the others. As r is increased, this index tends to separate the T-cell ALL from 
the others. 
The NCI60 data is a quite challenging example. For such a small number of observations, there are 
too many classes. For this data, we try the isolation method that applies projection pursuit method 
iteratively and takes off one class at a time. (Friedman and Tukey, 1974). The 8 classes are too many to 
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separate in ID at once. After finding one split, we apply projection pursuit in each partition. Usually 
one class is peeled oif from the others in each step. Figure 9 illustrates how this works. In the first step 
(9a), we separate Leukemia from the others. At the second step, Colon class is separated (9b). Then, 
Renal, Breast, NSCLC, Melanoma classes are separated sequentially. Finally, Ovarian and CNS classes 
are separated. The tree diagram in Figure 9 illustrates the classification splits. 
CNS 
Colon 
Renal 
NSCLC 
Breast 
Leukemia 
Ovarian 
Melanoma 
(a) NCI60 
0 1 2 
proj.dala 
(b) NCI60 
« 
M 
-1 0 1 
proj.dala 
(c) NCI60 
m 
- 2 - 1 0  1  
proi.data 
(d) NCI60 
-2.0 -1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
proj.dala 
Figure 9. NCI60 data - ID projection (p=30). 
1: Breast 2: CNS 3: Colon 4: Leukemia 5: Melanoma 6: NSCLC 7: Ovarian 8: Renal 
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2D projection 
(a) Leukemia : LDA (b) Leukemia : r=1 (c) Leukemia : r=2 
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Figure 10. Leukemia data - 2D projection (p=40). 
1: AML 2: B-cell ALL 3 : T-cell ALL 
(a) NCI60 : LDA (b) NCI60 : r=1 
CO
 
3 
CO 
4 
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(ç) NCI60 : r=2 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 
Figure 11. NCI60 - 2D projection (p=30). 
1: Breast 2: CNS 3: Colon 4: Leukemia 5: Melanoma 6: NSCLC 7: Ovarian 8: Renal 
Figure 10 shows the 2D plots of the projected data onto the best 2D projections for the Leumekia 
data. All three classes separate easily using the LDA index. Using the Lj index, the B-cell ALL class 
is separated with one exception (same case of the result of ID projection). In 2D case, the LDA index 
is usually not the same as Li index unless there is no correlations, that is, B and W are all diagonal 
matrices. By comparing the results of these two indices, we can see the effect of correlation. In (c), 
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class means are almost all in one line. On the other hand, when correlation structures in considered 
(Figure 10-a), class means form the triangle structures. As r is increased, the AML and the B-cell ALL 
are more close together and the T-cell ALL is separated. In the NCI60 data, Leukemia class is clearly 
separated from the others for all indices(Figure 11). 
In the classification error comparisons (Dudoit et al, 2002), LDA method shows the poor performance 
to these gene expression data. We focus on Leukemia data investigate this poor performance of LDA 
method and use same method to assess uncertainty for data. For 100% training sets, the optimal ID 
projections are in almost same direction and separate AML from the others(Figure 12). As the size of 
training set is decreasing, optimal projections are quite different and tend to separate T-cell ALL from 
the others. This can make more misclassifications. The first plot (with 100% training set) can prove 
the consistency of our optimization method for high dimensional data. 
Training set = 100% Training set = 80% Training set = 67% 
Figure 12. Optimal ID projection for various size of training sets: Leukemia 
2.6 Discussion 
We have proposed new projection pursuit indices for exploratory supervised classification and ex­
plored their properties. In most applications, LDA index will work well to separate classes. Sometimes, 
Lr index with r= 1 finds outliers. For exploratory supervised classification, we need to use all of them 
and combine all different results together. These indices can be used for examining class structure in 
the data space and to find the important variables that play the major roles in separating classes. These 
are useful when building a classifier and for assessing new classifiers. 
These projection pursuit methods can be applied to multivariate tree methods. Several authors 
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have considered the problem of constructing tree-structured classifiers that have linear discriminants at 
each node. Friedman(1977) reported that applying Fisher's linear discriminants, instead of univariate 
features, at some internal nodes was useful in building better trees. He treated an G class problem 
as a series of two-class problems. For each two-class problem, a recursive partitioning is performed to 
separate one of the class populations from all of the others. We can extend his idea using projection 
pursuit method. To find an optimal linear split for two classes, ID projection pursuit methods are 
used with various PP indices that incorporate class information. This is similar approach to isolation 
method that we applied to NCI 60 data (Figure 8). Using projection pursuit method, we can make 
linear combination rules in each split and tree structures. The main feature of this tree is that we can 
see which variables are important to separate two groups using the coefficients of projection. 
A major issue revealed by the gene expression application is that when there are too few cases for 
variables the reliability of the classifications questionable. When the number of genes is larger than 
the sample size, most of high dimensional space is empty and we can find a separating hyperplane that 
divides groups purely and randomly divided into two classes by chance (See Ripley, 1996). Therefore 
we need to be careful to use classification method using a separating hyperplane. For more detailed 
discussion, see Lee et al(2003). 
We make ClassPP library using R language for these new indices and to optimize the index func­
tions. This library is available at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~kyung and will be submitted to the 
Comprehensive R Archive Network(CRAN). These indices will be implemented into GGobi, providing 
a tool for exploratory data analysis and data mining (Available at http://www.ggobi.org). 
Appendix 
Proof of Proposition 1: 
\A'WA\ 
|A'$A| |(a'$a)i/2(a'*a)i/2| 
|(a'$a)-i/2(a'tva)(a'$a)-i/2 
|AWA| 
|(A'$A)-1/2A'$1/2$~1/2Py#_1/2$1/2A(A'$A)-1/2 
Let Z = 4»^2A(A'<&A) 1/2, then — |Z'3? l/2W$ l^2Z\. Therefore, the problem is changed to 
maximizing \ Z ' Z \  over Z. 
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From Theorem 3.19 (Schott), 
ap-k+i($- l /2W$-1/2) < ai(Z'^-xl2W^~xl2Z) < ai(^-1/2w#-1/2) 
where A;(#~1/,2PF3>-1//2) is the ith eigenvalue of ^~l^2W^~1^2. Then, 
k  
\Z'$-1/2W<S>~ l /2Z\ = JJ A i(Z'$-1/2W$- l l2Z) 
i =1  
< jjai('$-1/2^$-1/2) 
1=1 
and equality holds when Z — [et,e&_i, - • • ,ei], A = &~1/2[ek,ek~i ,  •  •  •  , e i ]  
iz'$- l /2w$- li2z\ > [jap-k+i^^W^-1'2). 
i=l 
and equality holds when Z = [ep,ep_i, • • • ,ep_fc+1], A = * 1/2[ep, ep_i, • • • ,ep_fc+1] 
Also, 
\$-1/2W$~ l /2  - \I\ = |$~1/2(#-B)$_1/2 - A/| 
= |J - *-1/2B#-1/2 - XI\ = (-1)p|(#-1/2B#-1/2 - (1 - A)J)| 
Therefore, eigenvalues of are ^ — l — Ap_,+i, and corresponding eigenvectors are et = 
fp—i+1  
• 
Proo/ of Proposition 2: $ = P Q 
A 0 P' 
0 0 
„ Q' „ 
= PAP' whereP'P = /r, PP' + QQ' = IP. 
Let A = PT, T : r x k matrix, T'T = Ik, then 
|AWA| \T'P'WPT\ 
|A'$A| ~ \T'P'$PT\ 
\T'P'WPT\ \T'P'WPT\ 
\T'P'PAP'PT\ \T'AT\ 
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Following the same steps with the proof of Propostion 1, 
n 
i = r  — k - \ - l  i = l  
and left equality holds when A = P[eu,ek-1, • • • , e%] and right equality holds when A = P[er, er_i, • • • , 
— f c + i ] -
• 
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3 PROJECTION PURSUIT FOR SMALL SAMPLE SIZE WITH A 
LARGE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
Abstract 
In high-dimensional data, one often seeks a few interesting low-dimensional projections which reveal 
important aspects of the data. Projection pursuit for exploratory supervised classification is for finding 
separable class structure. Even though the projection pursuit method can bypass the curse of dimen­
sionality, when we have the small number of observations relative to the number of variables, the class 
structure of optimal projection can be biased too much. In this situation, most of classical multivariate 
analysis methods also be problematic, too. We discuss how the sample size and dimensionality are 
related, and we propose a new projection pursuit index that considers the penalty for the projection 
coefficients and overcomes the small number of observation problem. 
Key Words: The curse of dimensionality; Gene expression data analysis; Multivariate data; Penal­
ized discriminant analysis; Projection pursuit 
3.1 Introduction 
This paper is about the exploratory data analysis of the small sample with a large number of 
variables, especially for supervised classification. If the classifier obtained for a given training set is 
inadequate, it is natural to consider adding new variables, particularly ones that will help separate 
the confused cases. If the new variables provide any additional information, the performance of the 
classifier must improve. Unfortunately, beyond a certain point, additional variables will make the 
classifier worse. The problem arises when the sample size is small or the variables are highly correlated. 
WThen the training set is relatively small compared to the number of variables, the statistical parameters 
estimated on this training set are not accurate and unstable. A quite different classifier may be obtained 
when a different training set is used. 
A small sized sample with the very large number of variables is a typical situation of gene expression 
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data analysis. In this paper, we focus on leukemia data from two types of leukemias, acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia(AML). This data set consists of 25 cases of AML and 47 
cases of ALL (38 cases of B-cell ALL and 9 cases of T-cell ALL). After preprocessing, we have 3571 
human genes.(Golub et al. 1999) 
In section 3.2, we discuss how the sample size and dimensionality are related and how they affect 
the supervised classification. Section 3.3 introduces a new projection pursuit method when the sample 
size is small and the number of variables are large and describes its properties. In section 3.4, we apply 
our new projection index to leukemia data. We explain how this new projection pursuit index can 
be applied to gene selection method and compare to other gene selection method in section 3.5. A 
discussion follows. 
3.2 Problems of high dimensionality 
3.2.1 The capacity of a separating plane 
Suppose that n sample points are in general position in ^-dimensional space, that is, there is no 
subset of p + 1 points that falls in a (p — l)-dimensional subspace, and these n sample points are 
randomly divided into two groups. Let f(n,p) be a probability that n sample points in ^-dimensional 
space are linearly separable. Then, 
All samples that have p +1 or fewer points are linearly separable with probability 1. In fact, f(n,p) = 1 
for all n > p + 1. Also at the "capacity" of a hyperplane, that is, when n = 2(p + 1), f(n,p) is still 
as high as 0.5. Therefore, any classification methods that use simple separating hyperplanes are not 
effectively classified until the size of the sample is several times as large as the dimensionality. This 
result is given by Ripley (1996). 
To see how the number of variables affects the classification methods that use separating hyperplanes, 
we investigate linear discriminant analysis(LDA) with leukemia data when n=72 and p=3571. We use 
the BW value, the ratio of the between-group sums of squares to the within-group sums of squares, 
to select variables as Dudoit, et al. (2002). First, choose a 2/3 training set(n = 48). Calculate BW 
values for each gene using this training set. Select the p variables that have largest BW values. Use 
the training set with p variables to build a classifier and compute the training error and the test error. 
min (n - l , p )  
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Repeat this 200 times. Median and upper quantiles of training and test errors are summarized in Table 
1. For all p, training errors are almost 0. That is, the training sets are perfectly separated regardless of 
p. But test errors are decreased as p is decreased. As p approaches n, the test error gets worse. 
Table 1. Training and Test error for various number of variables. 
True Class Permuted Class 
Training error Test error Training error Test error 
p median upper median upper median upper median upper 
40 0 0 4 5 0 0 15 16 
30 0 0 2 3 1 1 14 16 
20 0 0 1 2 3 4 14 15.25 
10 0 0 1 2 7 9 14 15 
s -
i 1 '— —i ' 1 1 
0 2 3 4 
(a) BW from true classes 
it 
l_«j i | 1 i 
0 12 3 4 
(b) BW from permuted classes 
Figure 1. Distributions of BW with true classes and permutated classes. 
It gets more interesting when we scramble the class id's using permutation: then the class separations 
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are spurious. Table 1 shows the results of the same procedure outlined above using permuted classes. 
We might suspect that a classifier will not accurately separate these spurious classes. Surprise! When 
p = 40, the training error is 0 (Table 1). This result can be explained by the probability f(n,p). The 
training set has p = 40 and n = 48, giving f(n,p) is close to 1. Therefore there exists a separating 
hyperplane purely by chance. When p is smaller, the training error with permuted class is larger. The 
test errors are consistent, independent of p. 
There is a big difference in the BW values for true classes and permuted classes. Figure 1(a) is 
the histogram of BW values for true classes and (b) is for permuted classes. Dotted lines indicate the 
locations of 10th, 20th, 30th, and 40th largest BW values. Variables with large BW values should be 
more helpful to LDA. In the leukemia data, true class BW value of 40th variable is larger than 1, but 
for permuted classes the largest BW value is less than 0.5 and most of variables have very small BW 
values (less than 0.2). 
(a) p=40 
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2 
°  A 
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2  3 
3 * 
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Figure 2. LDA training and test sets for various number of variables with true class(a-d) and permuted 
class(e-f) 
TYaming set 1 : AML 2 : B-cell ALL 3 : T-cell ALL 
Test set Q : AML A : B-cell ALL + : T-cell ALL 
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These results can be seen visually using LDA projection pursuit index (Lee et al. 2003). Figure 2 
shows the 2D optimal projections using the LDA index with the training set for both true class (top row) 
and permuted class(buttom row). The values 1, 2, and 3 represent AML, B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL in 
the training set, and the symbols Q, A, and + represent AML, B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL in the test 
set. After finding the 2D optimal projection with the training set, we project both training and test 
sets onto this optimal projection. For the true class, the training set with p = 40 is more separable and 
has smaller within-class variance than p = 10, but the test set shows quite different structure: The test 
set has different group means and more larger within-variance. Notice that the test set is not separable 
on this projection. When p is smaller, the training set has larger within-class variance and the test set 
has more similar structure to the training set. 
For the permuted class, when p = 40, we can find separated class structure with permuted class for 
the training set. When p = 30, the training set is still separated. As p is smaller, class structure for 
the training set weakens. For all p, the test sets don't reveal any class structure. These results support 
LDA errors in Table 1. From these results, we can conclude that when p is large, LDA classifier is 
biased too much. Therefore we need to choose the number of variables carefully. 
n=48 
P= 
s 
i 
i=24 
Figure 3. Probability that n=48 patterns with p variables randomly chosen and randomly divided into two 
groups are linearly separable. 
Figure 3 shows /(48,p). When p = 24, we still have 1/2 probability to get a separating hyperplane 
by chance. According to this probability plot and the comparison between LDA with true class and 
permuted class (table 1), it is preferable to use p < j if we want to make sure that the separated classes 
are not incidental. When p = 16, the probability of random separation is 0.02. The smarter variable 
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selection method will be helpful to separate classes more clearly. 
3.2.2 The covariance matrix estimation effect 
Let X = [xi, x2, • • • , x„]T be a n x p  data matrix, X; beapxl vector, g = [fli, 92, • ' • ,9n] be a n x 1 
vector that represents group information and g, 6 {1,2, • , G}. Under the assumption that the data 
comes from Gaussian distribution and each group has common variance-covariance, we usually use the 
maximum likelihood estimator(MLE) for estimating a covariance matrix, 
ê = ï(x"s1"1»x)t(x"s1"1»x)' 
where rank (It) < min(n — 1 , ranfc(X)) < min{n — l,p). 
Many classical multivariate analysis methods need to calculate the inverse of covariance matrix. If 
n > p+1 or the variables are highly correlated, È will be close to singular which will result in numerical 
instability in calculating the inverse. 
It is necessary to estimate for the variance-covariance matrix differently. If there is prior information 
of this covariance, then we can use a Bayesian or pseudo-Bayesian estimate É — (1 — À)Ê + Afi, where 
f2 is a pre-determined matrix from prior information or assumption. If fZ is diagonal, it will help 
avoid numerical problems.. For the extreme assumption that all variables are independent, we can use 
Ê =diag(Ê). Even though the assumption is incorrect, the resulting heuristic estimates can provide 
better performance than the MLE. 
We look at the LDA PP method from this point of view. LDA finds a projection a by maximizing 
a ' where SB is the between-class covariance matrix and Eiy is the within-class covariance matrix. 
When sample size is small and the number of variables are large, LDA is usually too flexible and 
sometimes aTSn/a can be small for some a. It causes the data piling problem (Marron, et al 2002). 
Figure 4 shows the optimal ID and 20 projected data for Leukemia data when n = 72 and p = 3571. 
In the ID projection, all data points in one group are projected onto almost one point and all groups 
have very small within-variances. In the 2D projection, each group lies in one line and two variables in 
this projected data have a perfect linear relationship. To escape this data piling problem, a penalty of 
the projection coefficients is considered. 
Penalized discriminant analysis(PDA: Hastie, Buja and Tibshirani, 1995) is a generalized method 
of LDA that incorporates prior information as the penalty of roughness. PDA finds a by maximizing 
a^sHH^vnja- *n PDA, a pre-determined matrix $1 keeps within group structure of projected data from 
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degenerating too much. That is, the optimal PDA projection has larger within-class variance than 
the optimal LDA projection depending on the size of A and the choice of $1. We extend this idea to 
projection pursuit methods. 
(a) Leukemia 1D : p=3571 (b) Leukemia 2D : p=3571 
Figure 4- Leukemika data - ID and 2D optimal projections using LDA index(p=3571) (a) Histogram of ID 
optimal projected data (b) Plot of 2D optimal projected data. 1: AML 2: B-cell ALL 3: T-cell ALL 
3.3 PDA projection pursuit index 
3.3.1 Index definition 
We propose a new projection pursuit index which uses prior information $1. The main purpose is 
to (1) prevent the problems with the small number of observations and the large number of variables 
and (2) find projections that contain class separations in a reasonable manner. We use É = (1 — A)Ê + 
A • diag(Ê) as our variance-covariance matrix estimate. When the data is standardized, it reduces to 
S = (1 — A)S 4- AI. As A increases, Ê tends to be diag(È). 
Let Xij be the jth observation of the it h class, i = (number of classes) and j = 1...., n, 
(number of observations in class i), n = YH=i ni> X,. = Xy be the it h group mean and 
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X.. = i J]i=i ]Cj=i X,j be the total mean. For convenience, we assume that X,_, is standardized. Let 
9 
B  =  ^ n i ( X j .  -  X . . ) ( X t .  -  X . . ) T  :  b e t w e e n - c l a s s  s u m s  o f  s q u a r e s ,  
i=i 
W = ^ ^(XJJ — XJ.)(XY — XJ.)T : within-class sums of squares. 
t=i j=i 
Here, B + W = nÊ and Ê is the correlation matrix. Then, our new PDA index is 
A t [(1 - A)W + nAIp] A 
IPDA{ A, A) = 1 
AR [ ( 1  - A ) ( B  +  W )  +  n A I p ]  A  
(3.0.1) 
where A G [0,1) is a predetermined parameter. Let B* = (1 - A)B and W* = (1 — A)W + Anlp. Then, 
the PDA index has the same form as the LDA index. 
^PDA(A, A) = 1-
A t [(1 — A) W + nAIp] A 
A t [(1 - A)B + (1 - A)W + nAIp] A 
ATW*A 
AT (B'+W")A 
When A = 0, the PDA index is the same as the LDA index. 
Proposition 1. Let $* = (1 - A)(B +W) + Anlp = B* + W*. Then, 
0 < l - n A Î < W A , A ) < ! -  n  
i—  1 i =p—k+1 
where A* > AJ > • • • > A* > 0 : eigenvalues of <1>*~1'/2W*3>*-1/'2, 
e*i,e*2, • • • ,e*p : corresponding eigenvectors of 
'  , f %  :  e i g e n v e c t o r s  o f  < | ? * - 1 / 2 B * # * - 1 / 2 .  
In (3.0.2), the right equality holds when A= <J>*~1/2[e*p e*p_ 
(3.0.2) 
i • ' ' e p-fc+ij 
• *-l/2rf* [f*i f*2 f*fc] and the left equality holds when A= 1/,2[e*fc e*k- l  • • •  e  i  =  
Proof of this proposition is same as Proposition 1 in Lee, et al(2003). 
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To explain the difference between the PDA and LDA index, we use principal components. Let 
p 
# = B + W = QDQT  = ^  d iqiqf, 
«=1 
where Q = [q1; q2, • • • , qp] is the eigenvector matrix of <I>, D = diag(di,d2, • • • , dp) is the eigenvalues 
of di = 0 for all i = r + 1, • • • ,p and rank(&) — r. Then 
= (1 -  A)$ + Anlp = (1 -  A)QDQt + AnQQT 
= Q[(l-A)D + Anl]Qr 
P 
= [(1 - a)(fi + anjq^qt 
i=i 
These two matrices have same trace. 
t r ( $ )  = np — tr(D) = ^ 2 di 
i—1 
tr(**) 
P 
— 53 ((1 — ^di 4- An) 
i=i 
— (1 — A) 52 di + Xnp — (1 -
1=1 
\)np + A np = np 
the proportion of variance due to the /cth PC 
total variance k < r r < k < p 
$ 
** 
np 
np 
ik. 
np 
(1 —ajdfc+na 
np 
0 
A p 
Therefore $and have same principal component directions and total variance. The difference 
between these two variance matrices is the proportion of total variance due to the fcth principal com­
ponent. For the LDA index, we use the original principal component of <£. The PDA index keeps the 
direction of $ s principal component and the total variance, but changes the proportion of total variance 
explained by each direction. When the proportion due to the fcth principal component is larger than 
1/p, the PDA index uses the shrinked proportion of total variance due to this direction. Otherwise, the 
PDA index uses the increased proportion of total variance due to this direction. Figure 5 shows when 
k = 2 case. For the non-significant principal component, the PDA index put X/p as a proportion of the 
total variance on that principal component. For detailed explanation, see Appendix A. 
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(a) LDA (b) PDA 
Figure 5. (a) the original data. LDA uses the original data, (b) the shrinked data. PDA uses the data that 
shrink toward similar variance for each principal components. 
A toy example from Marron, et al(2002) is used to demonstrate the difference between the PDA 
index and the LDA index. Sample size is 40 and the number of variables is 39. Each class has 20 
data points and is generated from the standard Gaussian distribution, except that the mean of the 
first variable is shifted to 2.2 and -2.2 for two classes, respectively. Therefore two class separation only 
depends on the first variable. Figure 6 (a)-(d) show the histograms of the ID optimal projected data 
using PDA index with various A values. As we mentioned before, when A = 0, the PDA index is same 
as the LDA index and the projected data has very small within-group variance. As A is increased, the 
within-group variances of the projected data are also larger and the projected data have more reasonable 
class structure. 
To see the difference between the LDA index and the PDA index in detail, we compared the optimal 
projection coefficients of the LDA index and the PDA index with A = 0.9. Figure 6 (a-1) shows 
the projection coefficients of the LDA index. All the coefficients have small values and from these 
coefficients, we can't decide which variables are more important than the others. Figure 6 (d-1) shows 
the projection coefficients of the PDA index with A = 0.9. The coefficient of the first variable has very 
large value and the others are very small. From this result, we can conclude that the LDA index focuses 
only on the projection having small within-class variance relative to the total variance and leads us to 
the projection that is biased too much and cannot be useful when sample size is small and the number 
of variables are large. On the other hand, the PDA index can give us a quite reasonable projection and 
its coefficients can be used as a guideline to select important variables. 
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(a) The first variable 
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Figure 6. Toy example : p = 39 , n = 40- (a) - (d) The histograms of ID optimal projected data using the PDA 
index with various A, (a-1 ) (d-1) the projection pursuit coefficient values for corresponding variables. 
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3.4 Example 
We apply the PDA index to the Leukemia data. We use 2D projections in this example. Because 
we have three classes in this example, we need to use 2D projections to separate three classes. Figure 7 
shows the 2D optimal projections using the PDA index with several A values. In the same manner as 
Figure 2, the values 1, 2, and 3 represent AML, B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL in the training set, and the 
symbols Q, A, and + represent AML, B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL in the test set. After finding the 2D 
optimal projection using the PDA index on the training set, we project both training and test sets. 
When A = 0, the training set and the test set have different class structure. The training set has 
very small within-class variance. On the other hand, the test set has large within-class variance. When 
A > 0, the training set and the test set have similar class structures. But as A is increased, within-class 
variance is increased too and beyond a certain point, the PDA index can be biased in the other way of 
the LDA index. 
p=40 : lambda=0 p=40 : lambda-0.1 p=40 : lambda=0.5 p=40 : lambda=0.9 
Figure 7. Leukemika data(p=JfO) - 2D projections using PDA index with various A 
Training set 1 : AML 2 : B-cell ALL 3 : T-cell ALL 
Test set Q : AML A : B-cell ALL + : T-cell ALL 
Next we examine the training and test error in classification using linear discriminant analysis on 
the PDA projection. After finding the optimal 2D projection using the PDA index with A = 0.1, LDA 
is applied to the optimal projected data. Table 2 shows the result of 200 replications. The original LDA 
result in Table 2 is same as Table 1. For LDA with PDA projection, the training error is the same as 
LDA, all 0, but the test error is much lower. For all p, the test errors of LDA with the PDA projection 
are smaller than the original LDA test errors. The important thing is that LDA with PDA projections 
shows very consistent test errors for all p. The PDA index (with A = 0.1 in this example) works for less 
biased and more reasonable projections. 
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Table 2. Training and Test error for LDA with PDA projections À = 0.1. 
the original LDA LDA with PDA projection 
Training error Test error Training error Test error 
p median upper median upper median upper median upper 
40 0 0 4 5 0 0 1 2 
30 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 2 
20 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 
10 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 
p=3571 : lambda=Q p=3571 : lambda=0.1 ps3571 : lambda=0.5 p=3571 : lambda=0.9 
test error = 8 test error = 3 test error = 0 test error = 0 
Figure 8. Leukemia data(p=3571) - 2D projections using PDA index with various X 
Training set 1 : AML 2 : B-cell ALL 3 : T-cell ALL 
Test set Q : AML A : B-cell ALL + : T-cell ALL 
Figure 8 shows the 2D optimal projections using the PDA index with Leukemia data when p = 3571 
and n = 72(all the cases). For all A values, the between-class variance structure(b) are similar, the 
three group means form a triangle shape, but the within-class structure(w) are quite different. When 
A = 0, the within-class matrix of the projected data is a singular matrix, which would suggest the ID 
projection is enough to use LDA and this optimal projection will not be useful for showing separations in 
new samples. When A = 0.1, the within-variance is very small, but it is nonsingular and 2D projection 
has more information than ID projection. As A is increased, the within-class variance of the projected 
data is larger and the training and test set have more similar within-class variance structure. 
As we mentioned before, for large p, we usually need to use larger A. When p — 40, we used small 
A, around 0.1 (figure 7). In this case, we need to use larger A value, around 0.9. When A = 0.9, the 
training and test set have more similar pattern than the other A values. 
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3.5 Application : Gene selection 
In the previous sections, we used the BW values to select genes that are useful for separating classess. 
The projection coefficients from the PDA index can be used to select genes too. As we saw in section 3's 
toy example, these coefficients from PDA index tend to be more precise than the coefficients from LDA 
index. It is similar to the ridge regression. These coefficients can be used to explain how important the 
corresponding variables are to separate classess. 
The BW values are calculated gene by gene and there is no consideration of the correlation between 
genes in their calculation. But most of genes are highly correlated, therefore some genes work together 
to separate classes, even though they have small BW values. In this sense, the projection coefficients 
from the PDA index can provide a better gene selection method. We compare these coefficients to the 
BW values and show how these coefficients and the BW values work for separating classes. 
3.4.1 Two class case 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
Figure 9. BW vs PDA(\ = 0.9,) projection coefficients : 
Leukemia data with two classes, AML and ALL (p—3571,n=72) 
To see how the projection coefficients from the PDA index and the BW values are related, we start 
from the full Leukemia data(p=3571, n—72) reduced to 2 classes, AML and ALL. Figure 9 shows the 
plot of the BW and the projection coefficients(PP) for 3571 genes. For these coefficients, we used the 
ID projection with the PDA index, A = 0.9. We call this coefficient set "A coefficients " in this paper. 
For most genes, the BW values are less than 0.5 and A coefficients are in between -0.04 and 0.04. Most 
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genes with large BW values have larger than 0.04 or less than -0.04 as A coefficients. On the other 
hand, the BW values of most genes with high A coefficients are spreaded out very widely. Some of them 
are less than 0.5. 
Table 3. Comparison between BW and projection coefficients (A coefficients). 
M84526_at M27891_at U46499_at M23197_at X95735_at BW PP(A) 
U34877_at 0.2580* 0.3264** 0.2583" 0.3272** 0.3766" 0.1570 -0.0646 
M27891_at 0.8183*** 1.0000*** 0.7632*** 0.7782*" 0.7458*** 2.6641 -0.0646 
M84526_at 1.0000*** 0.8183"" 0.8556*** 0.8085*** 0.7752*** 3.0080 -0.0606 
X95735_at 0.7752*** 0.7458*** 0.7454"" 0.7737*** 1.0000*** 1.8031 -0.0603 
HG1612-HT1612_at -0.6569*** -0.5518*** -0.6502*** -0.6296*** -0.4818*** 1.0249 0.0599 
BW 3.0079 2.6641 2.5423 2.2932 1.8031 
PP(A) -0.0606 -0.0645 -0.0543 -0.0414 -0.0603 
agni/. codeg: 0 '***' 0.05 
We select 5 genes from largest BW values(M84526_at,M27891_at, U46499_at, M23197_at and X95735_at) 
and largest A coefficients(U34877_at,M27891_at,M84526_at,X95735_at and HG1612-HT1612_at), re­
spectively and compare them. Table 3 shows the correlation between these genes, the BW values 
and A coefficients for each gene. All genes from A coefficients are highly correlated to genes from BW 
values except one, gene U34877_at. This gene also has a low BW value. All genes from BW values have 
large A coefficients. 
Figure 10 shows the scatter plot matrices of 5 genes from BW and A coefficients. The 5 genes from 
BW show quite separable group means, but any pairs of these genes are not clearly separable. At least 
one or two cases are misclassified if we use one separating hyperplane. On the other hand, the 5 genes 
from A coefficients show more mixed structure and in X95735_at and HG1612-HT1612_at pair, we can 
separate the 2 classes clearly using a hyperplane. 
We apply tree classification and linear discriminant analysis to selections of 5 genes and 10 genes 
from BW and A coefficients. Table 4 shows the number of misclassifications in each selection. In tree 
classification, genes from BW are more useful than the others, but for linear discriminant analysis, genes 
from both BW and A coefficients show same number of misclassifications. 
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Figure 10. Scatter plot matrices : 5 genes from BW values and 5 genes from PDA(\ = 0.9j projection 
coefficients (A) : Leukemia data with two classes, AML(Q) and ALL(-f-) (p=3571 ,n=72) 
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Table 4- the number of misclassifications in tree classification and LDA. 
5 genes 10 genes 
tree LDA tree LDA 
PDA PP(A) coefficients 3 2 1 1 
BW 1 2 1 1 
Whenever we optimize PDA index, we can get different projection coefficients, especially when we 
use very large number of variables. This is not from the unstable optimization algorithm. It is mainly 
from the curse of dimensionality. Because most of high dimensional space is empty, especially when 
we have small number of observations, we can separate classes in many different ways. Therefore with 
the projection pursuit method, we can explore various projections that provide us the separated class 
structure. 
With BW selection, we can get only one set of genes that can be helpful to separate classes. On 
the other hand, we can get many sets of genes using PDA projection pursuit index. Sometimes 5 genes 
from PDA projection coefficients will not be enough to separate AML and ALL, but if we increase the 
number of selected gene slightly, the performance improves very quickly, even better than BW. To show 
how this works, we choose the optimized PDA projection in which first 10 genes with larger coefficients 
have very small BW values. For convenience, we call this projection coefficient set "B coefficients". 
Table 5. Comparison between BW and projection coefficients(B coefficients). 
M84526_at M27891_at U46499_at M23197_at X95735_at BW PP 
M82809_at 0.2870* 0.2937* 0.3622** 0.4105*** 0.3184** 0.1241 -0.0673 
X51521_at -0.5676*** -0.5119*** -0.5598*** -0.4822*** -0.3923*** 0.5920 0.0563 
S68616_at 0.2942* 0.2218 0.1592 0.3931*** 0.2785* 0.0932 -0.0555 
L02426_at 0.0653 0.0433 -0.0178 0.0003 0.1714 0.0005 -0.0554 
AF006087_at 0.0199 0.0377 0.0510 0.0521 0.0723 0.0187 0.0543 
U30255_at 0.5541*** 0.4891*** 0.5583*** 0.4390*** 0.5850*** 0.3871 -0.0541 
U41654_at -0.2651* -0.2930* -0.2222 -0.2291 -0.0270 0.1560 0.0525 
M84371_rnal_s_at -0.6070*** -0.6776*** -0.6588*** -0.5076*** -0.5251*** 0.7359 0.0522 
L10373_at -0.3778** -0.2435* -0.3678** -0.3702** -0.3185** 0.2444 0.0519 
U10868_at 0.5739*** 0.5051*** 0.5281*** 0.6617*** 0.5679*** 0.4401 -0.0518 
BW 3.0079 2.6641 2.5423 2.2932 1.8031 
PP -0.0439 -0.0352 -0.0510 -0.0336 -0.0214 
Sign*/, codea; 0 '***' 0.00J 0.05 
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Table 5 shows the summary of 10 genes from B coefficients. Correlations between these genes are 
various, some of genes are highly correlated, some of them are not significantly correlated. All 10 genes 
from B coefficients have small BW values (less than 1) and some of them have very small BW values, 
even less than 0.1. 
Figure 11(a) shows the histograms of ID LDA optimal projection with selected genes from BW. In 
figure 11 (a-1), 5 genes from BW can separate AML and ALL clearly except 5 cases (2 cases in ALL 
and 3 cases in AML). As we increase the number of genes up to 10, the two groups are more separable, 
but with 10 genes from BW, we still have a misclassified case. 
Figure 11(b) shows the histograms of ID LDA optimal projection with selected genes from B coef­
ficients. In figure ll(b-l), lots of cases are misclassified. As we increase the number of genes up to 10, 
the performance of separating two groups are improved very quickly. When we select 10 genes from the 
projection coefficients, there is no misclassification. BW values are calculated by each gene separately 
and there is no consideration of the correlation between genes in their calculation. But all genes are 
highly correlated, therefore even though BW values are small, those genes work together for separating 
groups and sometimes the performance is even better than genes with large BW values. 
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Figure 11. ID optimal projection using LDA index with various number of genes from BW and projection 
coefficients : Leukemia data with two classes, 1 : AML 2: ALL 
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As we can see in Figure 11, adding more genes to classification is not much helpful to separate 
classes beyond a certain point. To decide the number of genes, we use ID optimal LDA projection 
pursuit index. Figure 11 shows plots of this LDA projection pursuit index versus the number of genes. 
In figure 12(a), we select genes from A coefficients, and optimize these selected genes with ID LDA 
projection pursuit index. After p — 5, the LDA index value isn't much increased. Therefore 5 genes 
selected from A coefficients are enough to separate AML and ALL. In figure 12(b), BW values are used 
to select genes. After one or two genes are selected, LDA index value is increased very slowly. Figure 
12(c) is the LDA index plot of the selected genes from B coefficients. As we expected from very low 
BW values, LDA index values are very low when p is small. But as p is increased, LDA index value is 
increased rapidly and after p = 12, it stays steady. 
(a) From A coefficients (b) From BW (c) From B coefficients 
Figure 12. plots of ID optimal LDA index vs the number of selected genes 
3.4.2 Three class case 
Now we consider 3 classes, AML, B-cell ALL, and T-cell ALL. To separate 3 classes, we need to use 
2D projection using PDA index. In general, we need to use g — 1 dimensional projections to separate 
g classes. The same value A = 0.9 is used. As a result, we get two sets of coefficients from each axis. 
Figure 13 shows the plots of these two sets of coefficients and BW values This relationship between 
two sets of coefficients and BW values is quite different from two class case; the coefficients from the 
first axis have a little bit similar relationship as two class case, but the coefficients from the second axis 
show quite different patterns. Most genes with large BW values have small coefficient values. 
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Figure 13. BW vs PDA(\ = 0.9,) projection coefficients : 
Leukemia data with three classes, AML,B-cell ALL, and T-cell ALL (p=3571, n=72) 
We select genes from these two sets of coefficients. There are two ways to select genes from these 
two sets of coefficients. The first one is to assume that these two sets come from normal distribution 
separately and they are independent, and then selects genes from each set with equal probability. That 
is, after standardizing each coefficient set, select genes that have larger coefficients than z«. from each 
set, where z is the (1 - * 100th quantile of the standardized normal distribution and k is the 
dimension of projected data (here k — 2). This method can be explained as a square boundary in figure 
13(c). The other approach is to assume that these two sets come from the bivariate normal distribution 
and then select genes from a bivariate normal distribution with a predeterminied probability a. This 
method will give a circular boundary. 
(a) 10 genes from PP (b) 10 genes from BW 
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Figure 14• 2D optimal projection using LDA index with 10 genes from BW and 10 genes from projection 
coefficients; Leukemia data with three classes O •' AML A : B-cell ALL + : T-cell ALL (p=3571,n=72) 
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We follow the first method and use a = 0.001. 10 genes are selected. Selected genes are shown in 
figure 13(c). We optimize 2D LDA projection pursuit index with 10 selected genes. Figure 14(a) is 
the 2D projected data. We can see three separable classes. Therefore, these 10 genes from 2D PDA 
projection coefficients are enough to separate three classes. Figure 14(b) is the 2D projected data using 
10 genes selected from the BW values. These genes are also good at separating three classes except one 
observation in B-cell ALL class. 
3.6 Discussion 
We have looked at the problems in a high dimensional space, especially when we have a small number 
of observations, and have proposed a new projection pursuit index that adds a penalty term for high 
dimensionality or multicollinearity. 
The PDA index works well to separate classes in reasonable manner when data have multicollinearity 
or very high dimensionality relative to the sample size. To use the PDA index, we need to choose A. In 
the original PDA, cross-validation can be used to select A. But the main purpose of projection pursuit 
is exploratory data analysis. Therefore cross-validation cannot be a good approach to select A for our 
PDA index. This is the main reason we keep A in [0,1). One guideline to select A is to use larger A for 
large p. 
The PDA index can be used to select important variables that are helpful to separate classes. In 
gene expression data analysis, this application is useful to select important genes that work differently 
in each class. It can be extended to cluster genes. 
To optimize this PDA index, we used the modified simulated annealing method(Lee et al, 2003). 
We have used the R language for this research and the PDA index is included in the ClassPP package 
(available at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~kyung). 
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4 ClassPP : PROJECTION PURSUIT PACKAGE FOR SUPERVISED 
CLASSIFICATION 
4.1 Introduction 
In high-dimensional data, one often seeks a few interesting low-dimensional projections which re­
veal important aspects of the data. Projection pursuit is a procedure for searching high-dimensional 
data for interesting low-dimensional projections via the optimization of a criterion function called the 
projection pursuit index. Very few projection pursuit indices incorporate class or group information in 
the calculation, and hence can be adequately applied to supervised classification problems. A couple 
of new indices with class information are proposed by Lee et al(2003). This R package is for these new 
projection pursuit method for supervised classification. There are functions for each index calculation 
and functions for optimization. In section 2, the functions in this package will be explained. We will 
explain how to use this package with example in section 3. 
4.2 Functions 
1. Calculate PP index for the given projected data 
• PPindex.class : calculate PP index 
• PPindex.LDA : calculate LDA index 
• PPindex.Lp : calculate Lp index 
• PPindex.PDA : calculate PDA idnex 
2. Find optimal projection 
• PP.optimize.random : random search 
• PP.optimize.anneal : modified simulated annealing 
• PP.optimize.Huber : Ruber's method(1990) 
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• PP.optimize.plot : draw plot of the optimal projected data 
3. PP tree - multivariate tree : use PP method to find linear combination rule 
• PP.Tree : find tree structure and linear combination rule(optimal projection) for each node. 
• PP.classify : predict class for the test set and calculate prediction error 
4.3 How to use 
> data(iris) 
> l ibrary(ClassPP) 
> PPindex.class("LDA",iris[,1:2],iris[,5]) 
[1] 0.8334565 
> PPindex.class("Lp",iris[,1:2],iris[,5] ,r=l) 
[1] 1.220794 
> PPindex.class("PDA",iris[,1:2],iris[,5], lambda=0.5) 
[1] 0.3018619 
> PP.optimize.anneal("LDA",1,iris[,1:4],iris[,5],cooling=0.999,temp=1,energy=0.01) 
> PP.opt 
$index.best 
[1] 0.969872 
$proj.best 
[ ,1]  
[1,]  0.1520534 
[2,]  0.1464418 
[3,]  -0.8560709 
[4,]  -0.4717808 
> PP.optimize.plot(PP.opt,iris[,1:4],iris[,5] ) 
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PP1 
> n<-nrow(iris) 
> tot<-c(l:n) 
> n.train<-round(n*0.9) 
> train<-sample(tot,n.train) 
> testc-tot[-train] 
> Tree.result<-PP.Tree("LDA",iris[train,5],iris[train,1:4]) 
> Tree.result 
$Tree, . Struct 
[ ,1] to
 [ ,3] [ ,4] 
[1,]  1 2 3 1 
[2,]  2 4 5 2 
[3,]  3 0 1 0 
[4,]  4 0 2 0 
[5,]  5 0 3 0 
$Alpha.Keep 
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[ ,1] C,2] C » 3]  [  ,4] 
[1,]  0.1386377 0.1282355 -0.8627521 -0.4690352 
[2,]  -0.2546362 -0.2051884 0.6918071 0.6437863 
$C.Keep 
[1,]  -2.026333 -2.569441 -1.480301 -1.738062 
[2,]  2.300829 2.313672 2.395804 2.393972 
> tree.train<-PP.classify(iris[train,1:4],iris[train,5],Tree.result,Rule=l) 
> tree.train 
$predict.error 
[1] 2 
$predict.class 
[1] 2131212332113321233131232311333313312 
[ 3 8 ]  2 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 2 2 1  2  1 3 2 1 2 3  3  1 3  
[ 7 5 ]  3 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 2  
[ 1 1 2 ]  3 3 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 3 2 1 3 1 3  
> tree.test<-PP.classify(iris[test,1:4],iris[test,5],Tree.result,Rule=l) 
> tree.test 
Ipredict.error 
[1] 0 
$predict.class 
[1] 111222222233333 
4.3 Manual 
ClassPP Projection Pursuit for Supervised Classification 
Description 
This package is for projection pursuit method for supervised classification. 
Author(s) 
Eun-kyung Lee 
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References 
Lee, E., Cook, D., and Klinke, S.(2002) Projection Pursuit indices for supervised classification 
See Also 
PPindex.class PPindex.LDA PPindex.Lp PPindex.PDA 
PP.optimize.anneal 
PP.optimize.plot 
Description 
For given projected data and class information, calculate projeciton pursuit index. 
Usage 
PPindex.class(PPmethod,data,class,weight=TRUE,r=NULL,lambda=NULL,.. .)  
PPindex.LDA(data,class,  weight = TRUE, . . . )  
PP index.Lp(dat a,  class,  r,  . . . )  
PPindex.PDA(data,class,lambda,. . .)  
Arguments 
PPmethod Selected PP index 
PP.Tree 
PP. classify 
PPindex.class Calculate Projection Pursuit index 
"LDA" - LDA index 
Lp" - Lp index 
PDA" - Entropy-class index 
data A data without class information 
class class information 
weight weight flag using in LDA index 
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r 
lambda 
Value 
The value is an projection pursuit index for given data. 
Author(s) 
Eun-kyung Lee 
References 
Lee, E., Cook, D., and Klinke, S.(2002) Projection Pursuit indices for supervised classification 
See Also 
{PP.optimize} 
Examples 
data(iris) 
PPindex.class("LDA",iris[,1:2],iris[,5]) 
PPindex.class("LDA",iris[,1:2],iris[,5],weight=FALSE) 
PPindex.class("Lp",iris[,1:2],iris[,5],r=l) 
PPindex.class("PDA",iris[,1:2],iris[,5],lambda=0.1) 
PP. optimize Find optimal Projection by maximizing selected PPindex 
a parameter for Lp index 
a parameter for PDA index 
Description 
Find optimal projection using PP index. 
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Usage 
PP.optimize.random(PPmethod,proj dim,data,class,std=TRUE, 
cooling=0.99,temp=l,r=NULL,lambda=NULL,weight=TRUE,. .  .  )  
PP.opt imize.anneal(PPmethod,proj dim,data,class,std=TRUE, 
cooling=0.999,temp=l,energy=0.01,r=NULL,lambda=NULL,weight=TRUE,. 
PP.optimize.Huber(PPmethod,proj dim,data,class,std=TRUE, 
cooling=0.99,temp=l,r=NULL,lambda=NULL,weight=TRUE,.. .)  
PP.optimize.plot(PP.opt,  data, class) 
Arguments 
PPmethod Selected PP index 
"LDA" - LDA index 
"Lp" - Lp index; 
"PDA" - PDA index 
projdim dimension of projection that you want to find 
data data without class information 
class class information 
std decide whether data will be standardized or not before applying projection pursuit 
weight weight flag using in LDA index 
cooling parameter for optimization 
temp inital temperature for optimization 
energy parameter for simulated annealing optimization 
r a parameter for Lr index 
lambda a parameter for PDA index 
PP. opt the optimal projection 
Value 
index.best 
proj.best 
PP index for optimal projected data 
optimal projection 
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Author(s) 
Eun-kyung Lee 
References 
Lee E., Cook D., and Sigbert, (2002) Projection Pursuit indices for supervised classification 
See Also 
{PPindex.class} 
Examples 
data(iris) 
PP.opt<-PP.optimize.random("LDA",1,iris[,1:4],iris[,5],cooling=0.999,temp=l) 
PP.opt$index.best 
PP.optimize.plot(PP.opt,iris[,1:4],iris[,5] ) 
PP.opt_PP.optimize.anneal("LDA",1,iris[,1:4],iris[,5],cooling=0.999,temp=l,energy=0.01) 
PP.opt$index.best 
PP.optimize.plot(PP.opt,iris[,1:4],iris[,5]) 
PP.opt.PP.optimize.Huber("LDA",2,iris[,1:4],iris[,5],cooling=0.999,r=l) 
PP.opt$index.best 
PP.optimize.plot(PP.opt,iris[,1:4],iris[,5] ) 
PP. Tree Find PP tree structure 
Description 
Find tree structure using projection pursuit in each split. 
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Usage 
PP.Tree(PPmethod, i .class,  i .data, weight = TRUE, r=NULL,lambda=NULL,.. .)  
Arguments 
PPmethod Selected PP index 
"LDA" - LDA index 
"Lp" - Lp index; 
"PDA" - PDA index 
i. data A training data without class information 
i. class class information 
weight weight flag using in LDA index 
r a parameter for Lr index 
lambda a parameter for PDA index 
Value 
Tree.Struct Tree structure 
Alpha. Keep ID projection of each split 
C. Keep spliting rule for each split 
Author(s) 
Eun-kyung Lee 
References 
Lee, E., Cook, D., and Klinke, S.(2002) Projection Pursuit indices for supervised classification 
See Also 
{PPindex.class},  {PP.optimize} 
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Examples 
data(iris) 
n_nrow(iris) 
tot_c(l:n) 
n.train_round(n*0.9) 
train.sample(tot,n.train) 
test_tot[-train] 
Tree.result_PP.Tree("LDA",iris[train,5],iris[train,1:4] ) 
Tree.result 
PP.classify Predict class for the test set and calculate prediction error 
Description 
After finding tree structure, predict class for the test set and calculate prediction error. 
Usage 
PP. classify(test.data, true.class,  Tree.result,  Rule, . . .)  
Arguments 
test.data the test dataset 
true. class true class of test dataset if available 
Tree .result the result of PP.Tree 
Rule split rule 
1 - mean of two group means 
2 - weighted mean of two group means 
3 - mean of max (left group) and min(right group) 
4 - weighted mean of max(left group) and min(right group) 
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Value 
predict.  class predicted class 
predict.  error prediction error 
Author(s) 
Eun-kyung Lee 
References 
Lee, E.,  Cook, D.,  and Klinke, 8.(2002) Projection Pursuit indices for supervised classification 
See Also 
{PPindex.class},  {  PP.optimize},{ PP.Tree} 
Examples 
data(iris) 
n_nrow(iris) 
tot_c(l:n) 
n.train.round(n*0.9) 
train.sample(tot,n.train) 
test.tot[-train] 
Tree.result_PP.Tree("LDA",iris[train,5],iris[train,1:4]) 
tree.train_PP.classify(iris [train,1:4],iris[train,5],Tree.result,Rule=l) 
tree.train 
tree.test_PP.classify(iris[test,1:4],iris[test,5],Tree.result,Rule=l) 
tree.test 
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References 
[1] Huber, P. J. (1990). "Data Analysis and Projection Pursuit" Technical Report PJH-90-1, MIT 
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5 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
We have proposed new projection pursuit indices for exploratory supervised classification and ex­
plored their properties. In applications, the LDA index is good at finding separated class structures. 
Sometimes, the Lr index with r=1 finds outliers. For the exploratory analysis, we need to use all of 
them and combine all different results together. These indices can be used for examining class structure 
in the data space and to find the important variables that play the major roles in separating classes. 
These are useful when we build a classifier and assess new classifiers. 
When the sample size is small and the number of variables is large, most of classical multivariate 
analysis methods are problematic and the reliability of classical classifiers are questionable. Because 
most of high dimensional space is empty, we can find a separating hyperplane that divides groups purely 
and randomly divided into two classes by chance (See Ripley, 1996). Therefore we need to be careful 
to use classification method using a separating hyperplane. 
The LDA index helps investigate this problematic situation visually and is no longer useful to 
separate classes. We have proposed new projection pursuit index, PDA index, that adds penalty term 
for high dimensionality or multicollinearity. The PDA index works well to separate classes in reasonable 
manner when data have multicollinearity or very large number of variables relative to the sample size. 
It also can be used to select important variables that are helpful to separate classes. 
These projection pursuit methods can be applied to multivariate tree methods. Several authors 
have considered the problem of constructing tree-structured classifiers that have linear discriminants at 
each node. Friedman(1977) reported that applying Fisher's linear discriminants, instead of univariate 
features, at some internal nodes was useful in building better trees. He treated an G class problem 
as a series of two-class problems. For each two-class problem, a recursive partitioning is performed to 
separate one of the class populations from all of the others. 
We can extend his idea using projection pursuit method. To find an optimal linear split for two 
classes, ID projection pursuit methods are used with various PP indices that incorporate class infor­
mation. This is similar approach to the isolation method that we applied to NCI60 data in chapter 2. 
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Using various projection pursuit indices we proposed, we can make linear combination rules in each split 
and tree structures. The main feature of this projection pursuit tree is that we can see which variables 
are important to separate two groups using the coefficients of projection. 
In the broad perspection of supervised classification, these methods work at visual tools that will 
help our understanding of classifiers and data problems. We have used the R language for this research 
and ClassPP package provides several functions calculate, optimize new projection pursuit indices and 
make plot of the optimal projected data. The manual for this package is in chapter 4. This package 
is available at http://www.public.iastate.edu/~kyung and will be submitted to the Comprehensive R 
Archive Network(CRAN). Our new projection pursuit indices also will be available for the guided tour 
in the software GGobi(http : //www.ggobi.org). 
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APPENDIX A THEORETICAL APPROACH TO NEW INDICES 
Let X = [xi,X2, • • • ,x„]T be a n x (p 4- 1) data matrix, where Xj = [l,xn,xi2,- • • ,XiP]T, and 
y = [3/1,2/ 2 , - -- 1 Un] be a n x 1 response vector. We start from the linear regression model, 
p 
Vi = P0 H~ } %ij Pj + Ej = X, /3 + ti 
i=1 
where /? = [/?o, Pir " , Pp]- To fit this model, we usually use least square estimation. The least square 
estimate(LSE) is 
n 
P L S E  = argmin ^2( Y I  - xf F 3 ) 2  
t=i 
= argmin (y - X/?)T(y - X/3) = (XTX)"1XTy. 
If the columns of X are not linearly independent, XTX should be singular and the LSE is not uniquely 
defined, even though the fitted value y = X/3LSE is the same projection onto the column space of Xfor 
any PISE, but PLSE can have a large variance. To improve prediction accuracy, variable subset selection 
or shrinking coefficients can be used. 
Ridge regression is a method to shrink the regression coefficients by imposing penalties on their size, 
that is, 
n p 
PRidge = argmin ^ {(yi - xf f3)2 + A ^  } 
l—l j—1 
= argmin {(y - X/?)T(y - Xfi) + \fiTp) = (XTX + AI)-1Xry. 
Therefore ridge regression amounts to adding a constant A to the diagonal of the covariance matrix 
among predictors before inverting it for least squares estimation This is the most common ridge esti­
mator, which was originally designed to avoid the multicollinearity problem. 
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The lasso is also a shrinkage method using different penalty term, 
n p 
Piasso = argmin ^ - xf/3)2 + A ^ |}. 
i =  1 j=l 
These shrinkage methods can be generalized to Bayes estimates, 
n p 
/ÎBayes = argmin {(% - xf/?)2 +A^|^|?}. 
2=1 j=l 
Here, A is a complexity parameter that controls the amount of shrinkage. The larger the value of A, the 
greater the amount of shrinkage. The coefficients are shrunken toward zero. 
Now we consider g = \ g i , g 2 , - -  , g n \ ,  9 i  G {1,2, • • • ,G}, as a predicted variable. This turns the 
regression problem into a classification problem. Let {x^g,} be a sample, where x, is a ^-dimensional 
observation and i = 1,2, • • • ,n. Let Y = [y1, y2, • • • , yn]T be the reformed n x G indicator matrix 
corresponding to the dummy-variable coding for the classes, (for example, if = 1, y^ = [1,0, • • • , 0]T) 
and let X = [xi,x2, • • • ,xn]T be the n x p data matrix. Let X* = X - X be the centered matrix, 
where X = ±lnlnTX. 
Canonical Correlation Analysis 
Canonical correlation analysis(CCA) finds the associations between two sets of variables. CCA fo­
cuses on the correlation between a linear combination of the variables in one set and a linear combination 
of the variables in another set. 
Let Eyy = Zyx = and = IX'^X". Then, 2* = IB = ZxyZ^Syx 
and Siv = = T,Xx ~ SB. Let Eyy^SyxE^x2 = PAQr, P = [pi,p2, • • • ,pK \ G X K ,  Q = 
[qi,q2>- • ,qjfkxp, pfp, = 0,qfq., = 0 for all i jLj,K- rankÇEyx) , and A = diag(A1;A2, • • • ,\K)-
If we consider a linear model without an intercept, CCA changes to maximize AT£yxE subject to 
ArEyyA — Ik and ErExxE = Ik, where k < rank(T,yx) — K- Then the solutions are Â = Eyy 2P* 
and Ê = £x^2Qfc, where Pfc = [pj,p2, • • • ,pfc], Qk = [qi,q2> ' ' ' , q^], and the canonical correlation 
is A* = diag(Xi, X2, • • • , At). Therefore 
YÂ = X*ÊA;t 
YSp^P* = X2^Q*A*. 
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Linear Discriminant Analysis 
LDA finds projection ÛpXA: by maximizing £r(UTEgU) subject to UTEwU = I&. As a result, Û 
is the projection that consists of first k eigenvectors of E^^2EgE^^2. Then, 
- T 
e Ebe Ê (ExySyyEyx)Ê 
QiQAPTPAQTQfc 
h 
0 
I* 0 A2 = A I 
~ T  
e eu/e 
. T - - T 
e sxxe -  e ege 
= h - A2 
Therefore, Û = Ê(I& - A|) J/2 = Ex^2Qt(I^ - A|) 1/2. From this result, LDA can be explained as 
a special case of the regression of canonical correlation variates. 
LDA Projection Pursuit index 
In chapter 2, we proposed a new projection pursuit index, 
ILDA(  A) = 1 -
a twa a tEvka 
At(b + w)a a t  (Eg + Ew)A 
where Ais pxk projection matrix. The LDA index can find a maximum value by minimizing |A tT ,W A| 
subject to At(£b + Ew)A = I&. 
Ê ExxÊ = It 
ÊTEwÊ = lk - A2k. 
Therefore, | A| has the minimum value |I& — A^| = ]T[jL1(l — A?) when A = Ê = and 
is the ith largest eigenvalue of Ex^2£bEx^". This is the same as proposition 1. 
ZK T 
Exactly speaking, e  is not an orthonormal projection, but an normalized projection with e (Eg + 
Eiv)E — I*. Therefore, we can find an orthonormal projection A that E is spanned by. That is, there 
exists an R&x& nonsingular matrix such that AR = e. The columns of A and e span the same vector 
1/2 
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space and 
I LDA(Ê )  =  1  
= 1 
= 1 
= 1 
Therefore, A is the orthnormal projection that is spanned by E. Usually R is not unique and we 
can get different optimal projections whenever we apply the projection pursuit method with the LDA 
index, but they represent the same vector space and have same information about linear discriminiant 
analysis. The difference is just directions. 
Linear Discriminant Analysis by Optimal Scoring 
Hastie, et al(1994) introduce optimal scoring to calculate LDA. LDA by optimal scoring finds ©gx& 
by minimizing the average squared residual 
ASR(e )  = ^tr{QTYT(I - X*(X*TX*)~1X*T)Y0} 
= fr{8^2yy8^ -
The solution can be found by the following procedures: 
1. Set Y = X'(X^X*)-iX*^Y = X*E, where E = (X^X'^X^Y 
2. Obtain the eigenvector matrix 0 of YTY with normalization 0rEyyO = I 
3. Update E to E0. The final optimally scaled regression fit is r](x) = Erx 
, ~ T - . [E WE| 
|ÊT(W + B)Ê| 
_ |RTATWAR| 
|RTAT(W + B)AR| 
|RT||ATWA||R| 
~ |RT||AT(W + B)A||R| 
|ATWA| R ZAX 
" |AR(W + B)A| = ILDA{A} 
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ASR(Q) has a minumum value when 0 = Â = S — 1 / 2 ,  yy 1 
ASR(A) = tr 
= tr 
= tr 
= tr ilk 
|Â (Eyy - SyxS^Sxy) Â| 
{it - PlS^Zy^E^ZxyZp^P*} 
{lfc-PlPAQTQAPTPfc} 
I* 
0 
tr{ Ifc - A|} 
and 
E = 2^ExyÂ = E^Z^y2^P* 
= Z^:QAP7P& = = BA* A* 
Therefore, 
YÂ = YEyy 2Pfc = Y0 = X*E0 = X*ÊAfc. 
and 
Û = 2-^Q*(I-A^)-^ = 2^Q*A*A^(I-A^)-^ 
= E(A%(I-A%)r^ 
Therefore LDA by optimal scoring turns out the regression of canonical correlation variates with the 
indicator matrix and leads to the same solution as LDA. 
Penalized Discriminant Analysis 
When we have small sample sizes with a large number of variables or highly correlated variables, 
LDA has the same problems encountered in regression analysis. Hastie, et al(1994) proposed a penalized 
discriminant analysis(PDA) to solve the problem of highly correlated variables. PDA is an extension of 
LDA that uses penalized least squares to overcome the probelms of high-dimensional or highly correlated 
predictors. 
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Let Sïjy — YJ W  and ^xx — 4- — Sb 4- Then, 
ASR{Q) = tr{QTXYYeT - Q t^Y X (^X X  + sny^xys} 
- ^{e^2yye^-e^Zyx(2^)-^xye} 
Let Eyy2SyxS^x X^2 — P*A*Q*t be the singular value decomposition. Then, ASR(0) has the 
minimum value when 0 = Eyy 2P£ = 0*, where P£ = [p*,p2, • • • ,pjj], and 
ASE(0") = fr{e^(Zyy-SyxZxx^2%y)e'} tr 
— tr {l& - prz;^2yx2^"^xy2;^p;} 
= tr |lfc - P;TP*A*Q*TQ*A*P*TP; } 
fr {l* - A%2} 
where A*k = diag(A^AJ, • • • , A%), and 
E* = S xx '^*y2 
— 1 / 2 |  
YY 
Exx"1/2Q*A*p*tP ; 
y* — !/20* 
^XX <°C 
= E XX 
- 1 / 2  Q:A: 
A FC 0 
0 0 
: = E A: 
where Q% = [qî,q2,'" ,q%] and Ê* = V*xx 1/2Q'k t — (Exx + ôn)-^2Q*k. Therefore E can be 
explained as the regression coefficients of the canonical correlation variates with the penalty term, like 
ridge regression. 
PDA Projection Pursuit index 
We propose a new projection pursuit index which employs a penalty for the projection coefficients. 
IPDA{  A, A) = 1-
= 1 
I At [(1 — A)W + nAIp] A 
AT [(1 - A) (B + W) + nAIp] A 
AT[(1 — A)Ew + Alp] A 
At [(1 — A)(E b + E w) + Alp] A 
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where A is a predetermined parameter. We can see that this index uses j^I as the penalty term. 
A"^ [(1 — A)EJY + ALP] A 
I PDA{  A, A) 1 -
= 1 
AT[(1 — A)(Ejg + Sh7) + Alp] A 
at[^ + t^ip]A 
AT [(EB + SFF) + JRXLP] A 
Let Zfy = Ew + Yzylp- Then, 
ATE|VA 
AT 
I PDA(  A, A) 
This index can be explained as the same form as LDA projection pursuit index with penalized 
within-group variance matrix. Therefore we can use all the results from LDA. A minimum value for 
this index can be found by minimizing |ATE^A subject to At(EB + E^)A = I&. From the PDA 
results, this index has maximum value when A = Ê = E*YX-1^2Qj!, where 
É* (Eb + £w*)E* 
T 
E* E^E 
= 
E* E^XE 
= QZ'Zxx 
I k  
! /y* \^XX 
= I* -
=  I k -  Q£TQ*A*P* tP*A*Q* tQ£ 
I k  -> °] ,*2 I k  
0 
= Ik - AÏ 
Therefore, 
k  
I P D A ( E * , X )  = 1 - IJ(1 - A*2), 
i = l 
where A*2 is the «th largest eigenvalue of E^-x-1/,2EbE^-x-1/2. 
In the same manner of the LDA index, E* is not an orthonormal projection and we can change it 
to an orthonormal projection in the same vector space. 
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How the penalty term works for PDA index 
Let 
Sxx = rorT 
0
 
Q
 
1 
" i T "  
0  0  
= fidrlt ,  
= ir daaf 
i= 1 
where rank(T,Xx) = r, 17: = [71,72, • • • ,7r], T2 = [7r+i,7r+2, • • • ,7p]> Dr = diag(di,d2, •• - dr), d t  and 
7i are the it.h eigenvalue and eigenvector of Hxx, "if "fi — 1 and 7, = 0 for all i ^  j. 
Then, 
rf  
ri 
+ [rir2] 
ai r  0 " rf  
0 àip— r  
(1 — A)d r  + AIr 0 ' r f "  
0 Alp—r . r i .  
sxx = (1 -  a)sxx + ai 
= (i -  a)rnrT  + ai 
= r((i-a)d)rT + r(ai)rT 
- [riTi] f(I ~ A)Dr 0 
0 0 
I -
= [Tir2] 
p 
= 
_ 
^
di + 
1=1 
where di = 0 for i = r + 1, • • • ,p. Therefore, adding the penalty term AI does not affect the principal 
component directions but changes the variances of the principal components. 
variance of the fcth PC 
total variance k < r r < k < p 
^XX 53Ll ^ dk 0 
^xx (1 — A) X^i=i di + \ - p (1 — X)dk + A A 
When dk > 1, dk > (1 — A)dk + A. Therefore, if we use instead of T,xx, we make the variance 
of the kth principal component direction smaller if dk > 1 and make larger if dk < 1. When dk = 0, 
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we put A. That is, T,xx shrinks the large variance and stretches in the principal component directions 
that have small variances. A decides the amount of shrinkage and stretch. As A goes to 1, %xx is close 
to I. 
